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ABSTRACT
The research presented in this PhD Thesis was aimed to investigate the possible
effects of ambient-turbulence on the structure of diesel-fuel sprays on the one side,
and to offer a procedure for numerical simulations of this phenomenon on the other
side. The results can be briefly summarised as follows.
Diesel-fuel sprays were investigated in the well-characterised and controlled
turbulence flow field of a fan-stirred experimental vessel. Injections were performed
into nitrogen at 15 bar and 400 K under four turbulent conditions with RMS velocities
ranging from 0.5 up to 5.5 m/s. Mie-scatter laser sheet and Schlieren techniques were
applied to visualise the liquid and the vapour phase of the spray. With increasing
turbulence, there was increasing formation of droplet clusters and ligaments, which
resulted in a reduced detection of droplet vapour along the whole penetration length of
the spray. From considerations of the Stokes numbers for the droplet-turbulence
interaction, it is concluded that the micro scales of the ambient turbulence were the
probable source of this droplet clustering.
A technique of ambient-turbulence forcing is presented for high-momentum spray
simulations. The technique is implemented in a LES code and uses random processes
to initiate a stationary homogenous turbulence in a periodic domain. The resolved
turbulence scales are initiated in the range that corresponds to the conditions where
experimental results showed tendency of spray alterations. The simulations could
reproduce the trend of alterations. However, the injection results are preliminary and
for further conclusions on the effects of ambient-turbulence an in-depth analysis of
spray-model performance is needed. Nevertheless, the presented technique offers a
way for initiating the desired turbulence conditions for these investigations.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

-

B

m, cm

Bm

-

Cp

J kg-1 K-1

Cν

-

D

m, µm

experimental constant of turbulence

mass transfer number
specific heat (at constant pressure)
subgrid-viscosity model constant

-1

Dij

s

E

m2 s-2
2

computational domain size

droplet diameter
deformation tensor

-2

E1

m s

G

-

L

m, mm

three-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy
one-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy
convolution kernel of the filtering operation in LES
integral length scale of turbulence

Nu

-

P

Pa

Pe

-

Peclet number

Pr

-

Prandtl number

R

-

temporal correlation coefficient

Rλ

-

Reynolds number in terms of Taylor length scale

Re

-

Reynolds number in terms of integral length scale

ReD

-

droplet Reynolds number

Sc

-

Schmidt number

Sh

-

Sherwood number

St

-

Stokes number

T

s, ms

T

K

TOU

s, ms

Y

-

U

m/s, cm/s

UD

-

U*

m/s, cm/s

Ū

m/s

Nusselt number
pressure

integral time scale of turbulence
temperature
characteristic time scale of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
species concentration (mass fraction)
instantaneous velocity
upwind-blending factor (scheme input parameter)
model velocity generated by Langevin equation
mean velocity

anc4

-

node-coupler parameter (KIVA input parameter)

cfl

-

Courant number

VI

cD

-

cevap

J kg

e

droplet drag coefficient
cumulative evaporation ratio
-1

specific internal energy

idum

-

random number with Gaussian normalised distribution

f

-

longitudinal correlation coefficient

g

-

lateral correlation coefficient

-1

k

m

wavenumber

n

s-1

frequency

p

Pa

instantaneous pressure fluctuation

pcf

cm

preferential concentration factor

t

s

time

u

m/s

instantaneous velocity fluctuation

u’

m/s

root mean square velocity

Greek symbols
φ

general variable

Θ

s-1

dilatation

δ ij

-

Dirac delta function

ε

m2 s-3

λ

m, mm, µm

τ

s, ms

characteristic time scale

τD

s, ms

droplet response time

η

m, mm, µm
-1

dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
Taylor length scale

Kolmogorov length scale

ω

rad s

angular frequency

ν

m2 s-1

kinematic viscosity

ξ

m

arbitrary coordinate

µ

Pa s

(dynamic) viscosity

µ1

Pa s

second coefficient of viscosity

µt

Pa s

ρ

turbulent viscosity
3

kg/m

σ ji

Pa

σ2OU

m/s, cm/s

density
stress tensor
variance of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
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Subscripts
D

denotation for droplet parameters

E

Eulerian denotation

L

Lagrangian denotation

c

denotation for the cutoff values in LES filtering

i,j,k

at coordinates

f

longitudinal

g

lateral

gas

denotation for gas parameters

t

denotation of turbulent parameters

sgs

subgrid-scale

λ

at Taylor scale

η

at Kolmogorov scale

Abbreviations
ALE

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method

CD

central-differencing scheme

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

CMOS

abbreviation for digital-chip camera

DFT

discrete Fourier transformation

CPU

computer processor

DSF

deterministic separated flows

DNS

Direct Numerical Simulation

FVM

Finite Volume Method

HP

high-pressure (fuel pump)

LDA

Laser-Doppler Anemometry

LES

Large-Eddy Simulation

LHF

locally-homogenous flows

LP

low-pressure (fuel pump)

PDC

Partial Donor Cell scheme (KIVA)

PSICT

Particle-source-in-cell technique

RANS

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes

RMS

root mean square value

TKE

turbulent kinetic energy

VIII

OU

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck random process

UD

upwind-differencing scheme

URANS

Unsteady-RANS

QSOU

Quasi-second-order upwind scheme (KIVA)

SF

separated flows

SOI

start of injection (time)

SSF

stochastic separated flows
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Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Strengthening environmental legislations as well as increased need for an efficient
fuel policy led to an extensive research of the combustion and related processes in
internal combustion engines over the past decades. Liquid sprays are subjects of great
importance in this research as current combustion engines utilise predominantly liquid
fuel injection to prepare a combustible mixture of fuel and air. Current trends of
injecting directly into the turbulent flow field found in the cylinder in both gasoline
(e.g. GDI - gasoline direct injection, FSI - fuel stratified injection) and diesel (e.g.
TDI - turbo direct injection, DI-D direct injection diesel) engines raise questions over
the influence of turbulence on the spray structure which would alter the mixture
quality and, consequently, the onset and progress of combustion. The influence of
ambient turbulence on direct injection gasoline sprays has been recently recognised
and its implications are further studied. However, it is not as straightforward in case of
diesel fuel sprays which, due to their much higher injection pressures, are denser and
possess higher momentum relative to the ambient gas.
It is difficult to perform experiments in a real diesel engine due to the multiplicity of
variables which are both difficult to measure and to control. Experimental vessels are
often used for research of diesel fuel sprays at engine pressure and temperature
conditions, but ambient turbulence is mostly neglected. Numerical simulations offer a
further possibility which, due to their important role in the development of new
engines, have to be first tested and validated with measurements. Ambient turbulence
initialization presents a challenge in these simulations. Recent progress in both power
of computers and computational fluid dynamics opens new possibilities for numerical
simulations of turbulence with reduced level of modelling, and hence, offers more
realistic investigation of the liquid fuel sprays in turbulent flow fields.
The above issues motivated the research presented in this thesis which is intended to
study the influence of the ambient turbulence on non-combusting diesel fuel sprays at
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well-controlled experimental conditions, to study the possible mechanism of
interaction between the individual droplets and the ambient turbulence, and finally, to
develop a methodology which would allow performing numerical simulations at
similar conditions.

1.2 Scope of the work
The objectives and the extent of the research were defined as follows:
•

First, review the relevant theory and research in fields of: observations on
sprays with regard to diesel engines, analysis of droplet behaviour in
turbulence, and, numerical simulations of turbulence and sprays. All named to
the extent necessary for the objectives named in the following.

•

Second, conduct experiments to provide more information and/or evidence
about the influence of ambient turbulence on diesel fuel sprays. The
experiments will be performed to the extent necessary for qualitative
observations of the spray structure and for evaluation of the spray integral
characteristics. Moreover, the results of the observations will be correlated
with the results of a simple analysis based on evaluating the droplet Stokes
numbers. The measurements will be done in a fan-stirred vessel via laser sheet
and

Schlieren

techniques

in

cooperation

with

the

Laboratory

of

Thermodynamics at the School of Mechanical Engineering, University of
Leeds, United Kingdom.
•

Third, develop a methodology which allows performing numerical simulations
of diesel fuel injections at controlled ambient turbulence conditions. This will
be done in the frame of the well-known KIVA computational fluid dynamics
code. Modifications accounting for Large-Eddy Simulations and initial
turbulence control will be implemented into the original KIVA-3V, release2,
code developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, USA.
Preliminary injection simulations will be performed in order to test the
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proposed methodology and to validate the capability of the simulations for
investigation the effects of ambient turbulence on diesel fuel sprays.

1.3 Thesis outline
The research presented in this thesis required a comprehensive review of the state of
the art in several fields. First, the research of diesel-fuel sprays is reviewed in Chapter
2, with scope on the spray structure and ambient turbulence effects. Other relevant
spray observations are also briefly discussed. In Chapter 3, the background on
turbulence theory is reviewed. The aspects most important for the purposes of this
work and the connected mathematical apparatus are discussed in the necessary extent.
The background on numerical simulations of turbulent flows and spray injections are
reviewed in the Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. This is done with scope on the
computational fluid dynamics. The modified KIVA code after LES implementations is
described and the problem of numerical turbulence-forcing is introduced in Chapter 4.
This is followed by the review of spray simulations in Chapter 5, where the connected
mathematical apparatus used in this work is presented.
In Chapter 6, the measurements conducted in the frame of the research are presented.
Detailed description of the experimental technique is given. The results of optical
observations are presented and discussed. Analysis of Stokes numbers is given and the
findings are correlated with the optical observations.
Next, in Chapter 7, the numerical turbulence-forcing technique developed in the frame
of the research is presented. The technique and its implementation into the KIVA-LES
code are described in detail. The results of the initial testing and connected issues are
also discussed. A parametric study of input parameters is finally presented.
The testing of the proposed turbulence-initialisation technique in injection simulations
is presented in Chapter 8. Preliminary investigations of the effects of ambient
turbulence on diesel-fuel sprays were carried out and the results are discussed. These
are compared with the results of the experimental observations (given in Chapter 6)
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and the capability of the simulations in reproducing the experimental trends is
investigated.
The results of the research are concluded in Chapter 9, where the contribution in
judgement of the author and recommendations for further research are also given.
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2. OBSERVATIONS OF DIESEL FUEL SPRAYS
2.1 Spray injection as part of the combustion process
A diesel fuel spray is a pressure-atomised intermittent spray injected into the cylinder
of a compression ignition engine and it represents a complex physical phenomenon.
Its function is to prepare a combustible mixture at the high pressures and temperatures
of the compressed air found in the cylinder. This should be done in a short time period
and is based on a number of interlinked processes that include: liquid jet atomisation,
ambient gas entrainment and mixing with the droplets, droplet break up and collision,
droplet vaporisation, and fuel vapour - ambient gas mixing. These processes have a
direct impact on the combustion efficiency and exhaust gas emissions as discussed by
Heywood, [1]. The diesel combustion process can be described in a block diagram
following Hiroyasu, [2], as shown in Fig.2.1. It is interesting to notice that the
characteristics of the air motion, and consequently the turbulence, have an important
position in this diagram.

2.2 In-cylinder turbulence
In nowadays automotive diesel engines the inlet ports are specially shaped to generate
a high-swirl motion of the charge during the intake stroke. The swirl motion prevails
during the compression stroke and its kinetic energy remains high during the fuel
injection. In the frame of the IDEA (Integrated Diesel European Action) project,
coordinated by the JRC (Joint Research Committee) on behalf of several automotive
companies, an extensive research was conducted in years 1988-1992. Measurements
in both optically accessible engines and experimental vessels were carried out and few
interesting results were published, [3]-[5]. It was revealed that the swirl motion in
cylinder can generate turbulence with RMS velocities at the TDC position as high as
0.7 times the mean piston speed of the engine. The effect of the ambient turbulence
was investigated in a special vessel with decaying turbulence, and a clear influence on
the onset of combustion was reported. The measurements were carried out at two
turbulence RMS velocities with values of zero and 2 m/s, and at temperatures in the
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range of 490-550 K. At each investigated temperature, decreased ignition delay of
about 50% was reported as the result of increased turbulence.

2.3 Views on the spray structure
Different views on the structure of diesel fuel sprays were reported in the review work
of Smallwood and Gülder in [6]. It was the spray near-nozzle region, which, due to its
dense character, presented a challenge in the interpretation of the experimental results
and caused numerous debates in the spray research community. They warned that the
earlier general view, implying the existence of a poorly atomised liquid core near to
the nozzle, failed to be proven in the past years and more evidence came out that this
liquid core is completely absent with the substantially changed injection technology.
According to the current general view, the initially poorly atomised liquid at the start
of injection becomes rapidly atomised already at the nozzle exit, and the dense region
near to the nozzle is composed of densely packed individual droplets. It is believed
that this rapid primary atomisation is the result of cavitation and turbulence driven
instabilities in the nozzle.
Nevertheless, there is a good agreement in the views on the leading part of the spray
where most of the mixing with the ambient gas occurs.

Yule and Salters, [7],

investigated the structure of diesel-like sprays by conductivity probe measurements
and reported the existence of coherent structures in the leading part of the spray.
According to their findings, these coherent structures are convected downstream the
spray during the injection pulse, and are composed of interlinked sheets and ligaments
stretching across most of the visible spray width. Yeom et al., [8], reported branchlike structures causing heterogeneous distribution of the vapour in evaporating diesel
sprays. Comparing evaporative and non-evaporative sprays they also suggested these
structures to be regions of non-uniform droplet clouds, possibly clusters, which in turn
influence the local fuel vapour concentration. Based on extensive experimental
research with vaporising diesel sprays, Siebers, [9],[10], concluded that the rate of
vaporisation is controlled by the entrainment and the turbulent mixing with the
ambient gas, while the local inter-phase processes at the droplet surfaces are not
limiting factors. Dan et al., [11], identified the motion of the entrained ambient gas as
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the probable mechanism causing the coherent structures which can cause severe nonhomogeneities in the mixing part of the spray. They also suggested that these
structures might be clusters of droplets and that their spatial distribution can be
described by means of their aerodynamic response to the range of turbulent scales
present inside the spray.

2.4 Other spray observations
Droplet clustering can result in significantly altered transfer characteristics due to the
inter-droplet interactions between the densely packed droplets in the clusters. This
phenomenon in sprays was studied by Bellan (e.g. [12]). The presence of droplet
clusters and their dependency on the ambient turbulence has been confirmed by Wark
et al., [13], in an acoustically forced, reacting two-phase jet. They also reported
transitions between different combustion modes as they modified the size and
distribution of droplet clusters by means of the ambient turbulence forcing. Sornek et
al., [14], conducted experiments on air-blast atomised kerosene sprays under
combusting conditions. They investigated the effect of different size meshes placed at
the front of the nozzle, and found a significant change in the size and spatial
distribution of the droplet clusters present in the spray. They also quantified the
droplet-turbulence interaction by means of the integral scale Stokes number and found
a good correlation with the observed clustering effects. The connection between the
droplet clustering and droplet evaporation which resulted in combustion alterations
was also confirmed.
The behaviour of particles in homogenous turbulence has been studied by Hinze, [15].
Based on his work, Bachalo, [16], investigated the possible responses of typical spray
droplets to the scales of turbulence in a free-jet. He identified the most spray droplets
as being insensitive to those scales, but he also concluded that conditions may exist in
sprays where droplet clustering will occur.
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2.5 Summary
From the review presented in this chapter, important observations can be made for the
purposes of this work. The most important are summarised in the following points:
•

First, the ambient turbulence may have an impact on the structure of diesel
fuel sprays, especially in the mixing region where similar structure was
observed as in other liquid sprays where the connection with the ambient
turbulence has been confirmed.

•

Second, optical observations at well-controlled ambient conditions could help
to access information about the quality of interaction between the spray
droplets and the ambient turbulence.

•

Third, a complementary investigation by means of evaluating the typical
droplet responses to the ambient turbulent scales may help to identify the
range of scales possibly affecting the spray structure.
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Figure 2.1. Block diagram of diesel combustion (Hiroyasu, 1985).
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3. BACKGROUND ON TURBULENCE
3.1 Introduction
The fluid turbulence is amongst the most complex processes in the nature and presents
a challenge in fluid dynamics. It is an irregular motion of fluids which makes its
appearance by random fluctuations of the mean flow variables. Hinze, [17],
formulated a definition which says: “Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition
of flow in which the various quantities show a random variation with time and space
coordinates, so that statistically distinct average values can be discerned.” This
random fluctuation is caused by the action of turbulent vortices, called eddies, which
are present in the turbulent flows. There is a range of sizes and angular velocities of
eddies in the turbulent flow field, which all have their own contribution to the
observed fluctuations. The size of eddies ranges from the size of the flow domain
down to the size of the smallest eddies.
In case that the turbulence has quantitatively the same structure in all parts of the flow
field, the turbulence is said to be homogenous. In case that the statistical features are
the same in each direction, the turbulence is called isotropic. The turbulence is said to
be quasi-steady, or stationary, if it is statistically homogenous with respect to time.
In this work, several aspects of the turbulence will be investigated. From these, the
following are the most important: the statistical parameters, the mathematical
description of motion, the velocity correlations, and the energy spectra. Therefore,
these will be described in what follows in this chapter.
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3.2 RMS velocity, u’
Monitoring a single component of turbulent velocity in a fixed position, the random
fluctuation of the velocity can be expressed as:

U =U +u ,

(3.1)

where Ū is the time averaged mean, and u is the fluctuation velocity as the function of
time. Hence, the fluctuation velocity satisfies the following condition:

u=0 .

(3.2)

The intensity of fluctuations is then defined as the root mean square value (RMS) as:

u′ = u 2 .

(3.3)

In the case of homogenous isotropic turbulence, the above expressions can be used for
each Cartesian velocity-component and averaging can be made with respect to time or
space, and the resulting RMS velocity, u’, is always identical. Therefore, as the
present work assumes homogenous isotropic turbulence for the ambient flow field, no
distinction will be further made on u’.
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3.3 Equations of motion
The fluid motion is considered to be driven by the laws of conservation of mass and
momentum over a fluid element. The conservation of mass is expressed by the
continuity equation, which in case of a compressible fluid reads:

∂
∂ρ
+
(ρ Ui ) = 0 .
∂ t ∂ xi

(3.4)

The conservation of momentum is expressed by the Newton’s second law for the
forces acting on the elementary cube of fluid with unit volume as:

ρ

∂
d Ui
=
σ ji + Fi ,
dt
∂ xj

(3.5)

where the derivative on the left hand side equals to:
∂Ui
d Ui ∂Ui
,
=
+U j
dt
∂ xj
∂t

(3.6)

and the terms on the right hand side are the spatial derivative of the stress tensor, σji,
and the external forces, Fi, acting on the unit volume.
For a Newtonian fluid in the compressible case, the stress tensor can be expressed as:

σ ji = − Pδ ij + µ Dij + µ1 Θ δ ij ,

(3.7)

where the deformation tensor, Dij, and the dilatation, Θ, are defined as:

 ∂U i ∂U j 
,
Dij = 
+

∂x
x
∂
i 
 j

(3.8)
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Θ=

1
∂U i
.
Dii =
2
∂ xi

(3.9)

The second coefficient of viscosity, µ1, in Eq.(3.7) can be assumed for monatomic
gases as equal to -2µ/3.
Making the appropriate substitutions into Eq.(3.5), the general expression for the
Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible gas is obtained as:
 ∂Ui

ρ 

 ∂t

+U j

∂ U i 
∂ 
2

=
− Pδ ij + µ Dij − µ Θ δ ij  + Fi .

3
∂ x j  ∂ x j 


(3.10)

The above equations apply to non-turbulent (or laminar) as well as to turbulent flows.
To show the effects of turbulence on the mean motion, the procedure due to Osborne
Reynolds can be used to the Navier-Stokes equations. According to this, the
instantaneous flow variables can be decomposed to their mean and fluctuation values
as:

U i = U i + ui ,

(3.11)

ρ = ρ + ρ~ ,

(3.12)

P=P+ p .

(3.13)

After making the above substitutions into Eq.(3.10), and neglecting the effect of
compressibility, the following form can be obtained:

 ∂U i

ρ 

 ∂t

+U j

∂
∂ U i 
=
− P δ ij + µ Dij − ρ ui u j + Fi .
∂ x j  ∂ x j

(

)

(3.14)

These equations are also called Reynolds equations. In the above equations the
conservation of momentum applies to the mean variables, where the additional terms,
appearing at the right hand side in the stress tensor, i.e. − ρ ui u j , are the stresses
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caused by the action of turbulent fluctuations and are often called Reynolds stresses.
They have normal, i = j, as well as tangential, i ≠ j, components.
Based on the concept introduced by Boussinesq in 1877, the Reynolds stresses can be
expressed as:

 ∂U i ∂U j 
 ,
− ρ ui u j = µt 
+
∂x

∂
x
i 
 j

(3.15)

where µt represents the so called turbulent viscosity, or eddy viscosity. It can be
interpreted as an apparent viscosity which makes its appearance due to the turbulent
motion. It is not a property of fluid as such but purely of the motion.

3.4 Double correlations between velocity components
The structure and various scales of turbulence can be described by means of velocity
correlations. In this section the correlations between two velocity-components and the
actual length and time scales will be reviewed for isotropic homogenous turbulence.
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3.4.1 SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
There are two types of spatial correlations between two velocity components. They
express the spatial correlation between the velocity components at two points in the
flow field situated as shown in Fig.3.1 below.

u1(ξ1)

u1(ξ1+x1)

f(x1)

u1(ξ2+x2)

g(x2)
x2
u1(ξ2)
x1

Figure 3.1. Sketch of longitudinal ( f(x1)) and lateral (g(x2)) spatial correlations.

The longitudinal, f(x1), and the lateral, g(x2), correlation coefficients are then defined
as follows:

f ( x1 ) =

u1 (ξ1 ) u1 (ξ1 + x1 )
,
2
u1′

(3.16)

g ( x2 ) =

u1 (ξ 2 ) u1 (ξ 2 + x2 )
,
2
u1′

(3.17)

where ξ1, ξ2 are arbitrary coordinates in the two directions corresponding to axes x1,

x2, and the averages are with respect to space.
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In case of homogenous turbulence the correlation coefficients are symmetrical
functions which can be expressed as:
f ( x1 ) = f (− x1 ) ,

(3.18)

g ( x2 ) = g (− x2 ) .

(3.19)

The correlation coefficients are also called as correlation functions (e.g. Pope, [18]),
but their definition is the same and no distinction will be made hereinafter.
3.4.2 TAYLOR LENGTH SCALES
In the following the definition of the Taylor length scale will be described with
respect to the lateral correlation. Similar expressions, with appropriate coordinates,
apply also for the longitudinal correlation. The correlation coefficients can be
expanded in Taylor series as:

1
g ( x2 ) = 1 + x22
2!

 ∂2 g 
1
+ x24

2
 ∂ x2  x 2 = 0 4!

 ∂4 g 
+ ... .

4
 ∂ x2  x 2 = 0

(3.20)

Then, neglecting all the higher than 2nd order terms in the Taylor series and assuming
an osculation parabola for the correlation coefficient in the form:

g ( x2 ) ≅ 1 −

x2

2

λg 2

,

(3.21)

the appropriate Taylor length scale, λg, can be obtained from combination of the
Eqs.(3.20) and (3.21) as:

1

λg 2

1  ∂2g 
.
=− 

2  ∂ x2 2  x = 0
2

(3.22)
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From the above definition follows, that the Taylor length scale can be found as the
intersection of the osculation parabola with the x2-axis as shown in Fig.3.2 below.

g(x2)

1

λg

x2

Figure 3.2. Osculation parabola of correlation coefficient and the Taylor scale.

For homogenous turbulence the following relation applies (e.g. Hinze, [17]):

 ∂2 g 
1
=− 2

2
u1′
 ∂ x2  x 2 = 0

2

 ∂ u1 
,
∂ x 
 2  x2 = 0

(3.23)

and the Taylor length scale can be expressed accordingly as:

1

λg 2

1
=
2
2u1′

2

 ∂ u1 
.
∂ x 
 2  x2 =0

(3.24)
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The same procedure as for the lateral correlation can be also applied for the
longitudinal correlation with the appropriate coordinates. The longitudinal Taylor
length scale is then defined as:

1

λf 2
1

λf 2

1  ∂2 f 
,
=−  2
2  ∂ x1  x = 0
1
1
=
2
2u1′

(3.25)

2

 ∂ u1 
.


 ∂ x1  x1 =0

(3.26)

In homogenous isotropic turbulence the following relation holds between the
longitudinal and lateral Taylor length scales (e.g. Hinze, [17]):

λ f = λg 2 .

(3.27)

The Taylor length scale, or micro length scale as also called, has no clear physical
interpretation. G. I. Taylor, who proposed the above procedure in 1935, originally
interpreted the lateral length scale as the average length scale of the smallest eddies,
or also as eddies which are mainly responsible for dissipation. Accordingly, he called
this scale the micro scale or dissipation scale. But he also incorrectly assumed that the
characteristic velocity at this scale is equal to u’. Therefore a more correct
interpretation may be according to Hinze, [17], which says: “The Taylor length scale
is a measure of the dimension of eddies which at the same intensity produce the same
dissipation as the turbulence considered.”
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3.4.3 INTEGRAL LENGTH SCALES

The integral length scales for the longitudinal and lateral correlations are defined as:
∞

L f = ∫ f ( x1 ) dx1 ,
0

∞

Lg = ∫ g ( x2 ) dx2 .
0

(3.28)

(3.29)

It can be shown that for isotropic turbulence the following relation holds (e.g. [18]):
L f = 2 Lg .

(3.30)

The integral length scale can be interpreted as an approximate measure of the longest
connection, or correlation distance, between the velocities at two points in the flow
field.
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3.4.4 TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS

Similarly as in the case of spatial correlations, there exist also temporal correlations in
the turbulent flow field. The correlation coefficient with respect to time, RE,L, the
Taylor time scale, τE,L, and the integral time scale, TE,L, can be defined analogously to
the length scales as follows:
u1 (t ' ) u1 (t '−t1 )
,
2
u1′

(3.31)

2
1  ∂ RE , L 
=− 
,

2  ∂ t 2  t =0

(3.32)

RE , L (t ) =

1

τ E,L2

∞

TE , L = ∫ RE , L (t ) dt .
0

(3.33)

The subscripts E or L denote either Eulerian or Lagrangian correlations, and their
interpretations are as follows:
Eulerian interpretation:
•

Correlation between the values of the velocity components in a given direction
at a fixed point in the flow field at two different instants t’ and t’- t. Averaging
is done over a long time.

•

Taylor time scale is a measure of the most rapid changes that occur in the
fluctuations of u(t).

•

Integral time scale is the rough measure of the longest temporal connection in
the turbulent behavior of u(t).

Lagrangian interpretation:
•

Correlation of a fluid-particle velocity component at two instants t’ and t’- t
which is averaged over:
o either, a long time for a single particle trajectory,
o or, a large number of particles.
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Taylor time scale is the measure of the most rapid changes that occur in the
fluctuations of fluid particles in the flow filed.

•

Integral time scale is the longest time during which, on the average, a fluid
particle persists in a motion in a given direction.

3.4.5 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS
If the turbulence is homogenous in its average statistical structure, it is reasonable to
expect certain relationship between its temporal and spatial correlations. According to
the Taylor’s hypothesis (1938), in cases where the single component mean velocity is
much higher than the RMS velocity, Ū >> u’, the following assumption can be
applied:
∂
∂
= −U
.
∂x
∂t

(3.34)

The physical interpretation can be that the fluctuations at a fixed point of the flow
field are caused by the whole turbulent flow field passing that point with a constant
mean velocity. Moreover, assuming fluid-particles in a quasi-steady homogenous
isotropic flow field, the correlations with respect to space or time are statistically
identical in both Eulerian and Lagrangian views, and therefore:
f ( x) ≡ RE (t ) ≡ RL (t ) .

(3.35)

Moreover, if we assume a hypothetical case where the mean velocity is zero but the
turbulence is fully developed in the whole field, then the integral scales can be
correlated as:
L f , E , L = u' T f , E , L .

(3.36)
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3.5 Velocity spectra
The fluctuating velocity contains information about the structure of turbulence and the
range of eddy sizes and frequencies which are responsible for the fluctuations. This
information can be extracted by means of the spectral analysis. The most important
features which apply to homogenous isotropic turbulence, and will be needed later in
this work, are reviewed in what follows in this section.

3.5.1 TAYLOR’S ONE-DIMENSIONAL ENERGY SPECTRUM
Consider a single component of turbulence velocity which is measured in a fixed
position in the flow field. If we assume a stationary turbulence, then there exists a
constant average value of the square fluctuation velocity, which can be interpreted as
the sum of kinetic energies, E1(n,t), from all the frequencies, n, contained in the flow.
This can be expressed as:

∫

∞
0

E1 (n, t ) dn = u12 .

(3.37)

It is also possible to consider wavenumbers, k1, which contain information about the
size of eddies passing the measurement point, and their value can be related to the
frequencies as:

k1 =

2π n
.
U1

(3.38)

Then, based on a similar reasoning as for the frequencies, the average square
fluctuation velocity represents the sum of kinetic energies, E1(n,t), from all
wavenumbers contained in the flow:

∫

∞
0

E1 (k1 , t ) dk1 = u12 .

(3.39)
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G. I. Taylor (1938) pointed out that there must be a relation between the spectrum
function and the correlation function. It can be shown (e.g. [17]), that this relation is
the Fourier cosine transform. Accordingly, the energy spectrum in relation to the
Eulerian correlation coefficient can be expressed as:

E1 (n, t ) = 4 u ' 2 ∫

E1 (k1 , t ) =

∞

RE (t ) cos (2π n t ) dt ,

0

2U1 u ' 2

π

∫

∞
0

RE (t ) cos (U1 k1 t ) dt .

(3.40)

(3.41)

3.5.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ENERGY SPECTRUM
Similar considerations as for the one-dimensional spectrum can be applied to obtain
the three-dimensional energy spectrum. In this case, the average square fluctuation
velocity can be expressed as the sum of kinetic energies from all wavenumbers
passing the observation point in all three-dimensions as:

∫

∞
0

E (k , t ) dk =

3 2
u .
2

(3.42)

It can be shown, that a one-dimensional spectrum, for a fixed range of wavenumbers
with a lower limit k1, is in the following relation to the three-dimensional spectrum:

E1 (k1 , t ) = ∫

∞
k1

E (k , t )
k2
(1 − 1 ) dk .
k
k

(3.43)

From the above Eq.(3.43), the following important observations can be made:
•

If, in the range k1 ≤ k < ∞, the one-dimensional energy spectrum, E1(k1,t), can
be represented by a power law, then the three-dimensional energy spectrum,
E(k1,t), will obey the same power law, and vice versa. This power law should
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have a negative exponent in order to eliminate contributions from
wavenumbers k higher than k1 – a phenomenon called aliasing (Pope, [18]).
•

Provided the above assumptions are valid, the one-dimensional energy
spectrum can be used for a qualitative evaluation of the power law of the
three-dimensional energy spectrum.

3.5.3 THE SHAPE OF ENERGY SPECTRUM
As shown previously, the velocity spectra contain information about the energy
distribution through the range of frequencies or wavenumbers, consequently, scales of
turbulence. This energy distribution can be described by the shape of the energy
spectrum. It was Richardson (1922) who introduced the idea that the energy enters the
turbulence at the large scales and there must be a transfer of energy between the
different scales of turbulence which is finally dissipated at the smallest scales by
viscous action. Inspired by his findings (and certainly a good sense for poetry), he also
formulated his famous poem as:
“Big whorls have little whorls,
Which feed on their velocity;
And little whorls have lesser whorls,
And so on to viscosity…”
(L F. Richardson, 1922)
This energy transfer is known as the energy cascade and in case of fully developed
turbulence shows specific features which were first quantified by Kolmogorov (1941).
He formulated his three hypotheses which can be summarised as follows:
•

Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of local isotropy: “At sufficiently high Reynolds

number, the small-scale turbulent motions are statistically isotropic”.
This means that while the larger scales can show significant anisotropy due to the
external conditions leading to turbulence generation, this anisotropy will be lost in the
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cascade and the small scales will show local isotropy, independently on the large
scales.
•

Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis: “At sufficiently high Reynolds

numbers there is a range of high wavenumbers where turbulence is statistically
in equilibrium and uniquely determined by the parameters ε and ν. This state
of equilibrium is universal.”
The above range is referred as the universal equilibrium range. Its consequence is that
there will be a range of smaller eddies in the fully developed turbulence where the
transfer of energy will be large compared to the change in energy of these eddies;
hence, they will be in equilibrium and will adapt the transfer quickly to the energy
transfer imposed by the larger eddies. According to this hypothesis, the energy which
enters the equilibrium range at the large scales must be transferred with a dissipation
rate per unit mass ε[m2/s3] through the whole range down to the smallest eddies,
where it dissipates into heat due to kinematic viscosity ν[m2/s]. Given the units of
these two parameters and their expected relation to the size of the smallest eddies, the
Kolmogorov length scale representing the smallest eddy size can be obtained as:
1

ν 3  4
η =   .
 ε 

(3.44)

Its velocity scale can be obtained from the expected value of the Reynolds number
which, given its interpretation as the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, is one at the
dissipation scale, and hence:

1

uη′ = (ν ε ) 4 .

(3.45)

The Kolmogorov time scale can be now easily obtained as the ratio of the length and
velocity scale as:
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1

ν  2
τη =   .
ε 

(3.46)

It is reasonable to expect that the energy transferred through the equilibrium range
originates from the larger eddies, and that these can be represented by the integral
scale eddies, so the rate of dissipation which is transferred down to the smaller scales
can be calculated as:

ε=

u' 3
.
Lf

(3.47)

It can be shown then, that the integral and Kolmogorov scales are interrelated by
these equations:

η
Lf

u 'η
u'

τη
TE

−

3
4

−

1
4

−

1
2

= Re ,

= Re

= Re

(3.48)

,

(3.49)

,

(3.50)

where the Reynolds number at the integral scale is defined as:

Re =

u' L f

.

ν

(3.51)

The Reynolds number in terms of the Taylor length scale will be also used in this
work, and it is defined as:

Rλ =

•

u' λ

ν

.

(3.52)

Kolmogorov’s second similarity hypothesis: “If the Reynolds number is

infinitely large, the energy spectrum in the subrange satisfying the condition
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ke <<k<< kd is independent of ν, and is solely determined by one parameter
ε.”
This hypothesis can be interpreted as follows: In the fully developed turbulence at
high Reynolds numbers, there must be a subrange where the inertial forces are much
higher then the viscous forces, hence independent of fluid kinematic viscosity, and the
energy is transferred from the larger to the smaller eddies solely by their inertial
motion. Therefore, this range is also called the inertial subrange of turbulence. In this
subrange the energy spectrum obeys the following power law:

2

E (k , t ) = C ε 3 k

−

5
3

,

(3.53)

which is known as the Kolmogorov -5/3 spectrum, and C is an universal Kolmogorov
constant. Its experimentally validated value for the three-dimensional spectrum is
declared as 1.5.
The shape of the three-dimensional energy spectrum is reproduced from Hinze, [17]
and shown in Fig.3.3. The different ranges discussed can be identified, where the two
marked wavenumbers are:

kd =
ke =

1

,

(3.54)

1
.
Lf

(3.55)

η
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E(k,t)

Dependent on
condition of
formation
Independent on condition of
formation

ε 2/3 k -5/3

є2 k
Ik4

ke

kd

Universal equilibrium range
Largest eddies of
permanent character

Energy containing
eddies
ε t 2 / ν = const.

k

Inertial
subrange
Rλ 3/4 >>1

Figure 3.3. Form of E(k,t) in the various wavenumber ranges (Hinze, [17]).

It can be seen from the shape of the energy spectrum that the largest eddies present in
the flow domain, represented by the small wavenumbers, have little energy. These
eddies are excited by external conditions and are dependent on the conditions of
formation. It is approximately the range about the integral scale which contains much
of the energy which is subsequently transferred to the smaller eddies into the
equilibrium range. Here, the motion is already independent of the conditions of
formation and universal as pointed out by Kolmogorov. The energy is further
transferred through the inertial subrange by the -5/3 power law until the viscous
effects due to the fluid’s viscosity start to extract energy from the cascade and finally
cause decay of turbulence and dissipation of the energy into heat at the Kolmogorov
scale.
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4. BACKGROUND ON NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
4.1 Finite volume method
It was early 1960’s when the first major progress had been registered in scientific
computations in fluid dynamics. The research done at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories in New Mexico contributed significantly to the early success. Further
progress was sparkled by the research done on computational methods at the Imperial
College London. These efforts resulted in widespread adoption of the finite volume
method forming the backbone of today’s commercial codes known as Computational
Fluid Dynamics or CFD. The Finite Volume Method, FVM, is based on the
subdivision of the solution domain to a finite number of computational volumes,
called cells. As a result of subdivision, the solution domain is completely filled with
non-coinciding cells and computational nodes, called vertexes, at their corners. The
resulting solution domain which is filled with cells and vertexes is called the
computational mesh or grid. The governing equations of fluid dynamics are first
differenced and then integrated for each cell separately, hence, the transport of the
flow variables, or more precisely the fluxes, obey the principles of conservation
through each particular cell as well as through the whole grid. The above method
provides clear physical interpretation of the results in terms of discrete values in the
vertexes and also in terms of fluxes through the cell faces. This kind of results is quite
close to what is measurable by experiments, and the results are therefore well suited
for validation. It is mainly because of these reasons why the above method is preferred
also in engineering applications and is clearly the leading technique in today’s
commercial CFD codes (Patankar, 1980, [19]).
The differencing of the governing equations at the scale of cells is called spatial
discretisation and it results in equations which are integrated in the following form
(e.g. [20]):

∫ ρ φ U dS = ∫ Γ grad φ dS + ∫ qφ dV
S

S

V

,

(4.1)
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where the conservation equation is solved for the general variable φ over a cell with
elementary faces S and volume V. The term on the left hand side and the first term on
the right hand side are surface integrals and represent the convective and the diffusive
fluxes, respectively. The remaining term is a volume integral and represents the total
volume flux of the quantity over the cell. Since the values for the variables are known
at the cell vertexes only, actually cell centers, the fluxes are approximated from the
values at discrete locations. This is done by interpolation from the neighbour values at
various spatial locations situated at either side of the cell face. The rules which govern
the interpolation for different quantities are optional and are prescribed by the
discretisation schemes used in the code.
In unsteady solutions, there is another term in the transport equations which needs to
be addressed. This term can be expressed by the general form:
dφ
= f (t , φ (t )) ,
dt

(4.2)

where the right hand side represents all the remaining terms in the transport equation.
This equation is integrated with respect to time as the solution proceeds to the next
time step, and can be expressed accordingly as:

∫

t n +1

tn

t n +1
dφ
dt = ∫ f (t ,φ (t )) dt .
tn
dt

(4.3)

The above expression is exact, but cannot be evaluated because of the right hand side
which is also a function of time. Therefore, further approximation is necessary in
order to advance the solution in time, which is the subject of the temporal
discretisation. The integration is done in time steps and is governed by the rule of the
time scheme used. If the scheme approximates the solution for the right hand side
solely from the known previous time step tn, the scheme is explicit. In all other cases
where the approximation takes account either of the values at actual time tn+1 or at an
intermediate time, the scheme is implicit.
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The governing equations which are solved by the above techniques are the NavierStokes equations and the equations for transport of scalars (energy, species, etc.). As
the result of spatial and temporal discretisation, the governing differential equations
are expressed in their algebraic forms. This set of algebraic equations is solved by the
solver of the code which uses matrix-solution algorithms and numerical methods for
the solution.

4.2 Turbulence modelling
4.2.1 DIFFERENT APPROACHES
As discussed in the preceding chapter, there is a range of different-size eddies
contained in turbulent flows. It was also shown that the analytical equations
expressing the conservation of mass and momentum of the flow (Navier-Stokes
equations) contain all the information necessary for the solution of the turbulence,
hence, the whole range of turbulent eddies. However, the flow simulations are carried
out on computational grids with a finite number of cells, and therefore, the spatial
resolution of the simulations is limited. In order to capture the turbulent cascade
correctly, the whole range of the eddies starting from the energy containing eddies,
represented by the integral length scale, down to the smallest eddies, represented by
the Kolmogorov length scale, has to be resolved in the simulation. Once this is the
case, the so-called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) can be carried out and no
turbulence modelling is necessary. It can be shown that the computational cost of such
a simulation, approximated from the required spatial and temporal resolution,
increases roughly with Rλ6 or Re3 (Pope, [18]). Given the power of today’s computers,
this means that the DNS simulations are, at the present time, limited to low Reynolds
number cases. Consequently, in simulations where the Reynolds number is too high to
resolve all the turbulence scales on the given computational grid, alternative solutions
are unavoidable and turbulence has to be modelled.
The most convenient approach is to decompose the velocity components to their mean
and fluctuation part and use the Reynolds equations instead of the Navier-Stokes
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equations (outlined in Section 3.3). Doing so, the Reynolds stresses appearing in the
equations can be modelled by a turbulence model. In this case, which is to solve the
equations for the mean flow velocities and model the unfiltered turbulence stresses by
a turbulence model, the simulation is called Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes or
simply RANS. If this approach is used in its unsteady formulation, it is called
Unsteady-RANS or URANS. The most important observation to be made here is that
these approaches always model the full value of the additional turbulence stresses
appearing in the equations for the mean motion.
Another approach is to solve the similar set of equations as in case of URANS, but for
filtered instead of the mean velocities. In this case the additional stresses, appearing in
the equations, represent the contribution of the unresolved scales only, and the
resolved scales are simulated directly. The turbulent stresses from the unresolved
scales are solved by a turbulence model. This approach is called Large-Eddy
Simulation or simply LES.

4.2.2 CAPABILITY TO RESOLVE THE TUBULENCE
Having the scope on the capability to resolve all the turbulent eddies present in the
flow; it is evident that RANS or URANS simulations will be the least appropriate
choice for turbulence simulations. This is due to the assumption in their formulation
that it is enough to resolve the mean flow only and model the turbulence as additional
stresses to keep their gross effects on the mean flow. Although the URANS
simulations do have the capability to resolve the large scales - provided that the grid is
fine enough - it will be still a simulation which contains modelled stresses already at
the resolved scales. Hence, once the spatial resolution of the computational grid is not
fine enough for DNS, LES will be the appropriate choice to simulate the resolved
eddies properly. As this approach is used in this work, the filtering operation and the
subsequent scale separation will be described in what follows.
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4.2.3 FILTERING OPERATION IN LES
The filtering operation of a general function in space and time coordinates φ ( xi , t ) can
be expressed by the equation written for the filtered function as:

φ ( xi , t ) =

G ( x − ξ , t − t ′) φ (ξ , t ′) dξ dt ′ ,
∫∫
ξ
i

i

i

i

i

,t ′

(4.4)

where the convolution kernel G is the characteristics of the filter, which is associated
with the cutoff scales in space and time, ∆ and τ c . The above filtered function is
interpreted in LES as the resolved part. The unresolved, or subgrid, part can be
expressed as the difference between the original function and the filtered function as:

φ ′( xi , t ) = φ ( xi , t ) − φ ( xi , t ) .

(4.5)

There are three requirements on the fundamental properties of the filtering operation
which can be summarised in the following points (Sagaut, [21]):
•

conservation of constants

∫∫ G( x − ξ , t − t′) dξ dt′ = 1 ,

(4.6)

φ +ψ = φ +ψ ,

(4.7)

i

i

i

ξ i ,t ′

•

•

linearity

commutation with derivation
∂φ ∂φ
=
, s = xi , t .
∂s ∂s

(4.8)

The counterpart of the filtering operation in the spectral space can be expressed in
terms of wavenumbers and frequencies. The characteristics of the filter with a
convolution kernel Ĝ in spectral space is called transfer function, and it can be
associated with a cutoff wavenumber and a cutoff frequency, kc and ωc.
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The different cutoff scales can be correlated by these expressions:
•

cutoff length scale
∆ = optional measure of the cell size ,

•

•

•

cutoff wavenumber
kc = π ∆ ,

(4.9)

τ c = ∆ uc ,

(4.10)

ω c = 2π τ c .

(4.11)

cutoff time scale

cutoff frequency

The most common practice in LES is to apply the filtering operation only in space.1
Three classical filters used for spatial filtering in LES are the box or top-hat filter, the
Gaussian filter, and the spectral or sharp cutoff filter. As the box filter is used in this
work, its convolution kernels in physical and wavenumber space are shown here. In
one-dimensional space they can be written as:
1
∆
for x − ξ ≤

G( x − ξ ) =  ∆
2 ,
0 otherwise

(4.12)

sin (k ∆ / 2)
.
Gˆ (k ) =
k∆/2

(4.13)

These are also schematically shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
_____________________________________________________________________
1

It should be noted, however, that the spatial filtering automatically induces an implicit time

filtering due to the dynamics of the Navier-Stokes equations which are the subject of filtering.
Therefore it is possible to associate a characteristic time scale with each length scale. This property is
used in Eq.(4.10) where the cutoff time scale is associated with the length scale through the
characteristic velocity scale.
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G(x-ξ)
1

0.5

0
0

-0.5

0.5

(x-ξ)

Figure 4.1. Box filter (top-hat). Convolution kernel in physical space
normalised by ∆ .

Gˆ (k ∆ )
1

0.5

0

-8π

-4π

0

4π

8π

(k ∆ )

Figure 4.2. Box filter (top-hat). Convolution kernel in wavenumber space
(transfer function).
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4.2.4 SCALE SEPARATION AND RESULTING SPECTRUM IN LES
The filtering operation separates the turbulence scales to the resolved and subgrid
parts. Since the subgrid scales are not simulated but modeled in LES, they do not
contribute to the resolved velocity fluctuations. Consequently, the energy spectrum of
the resolved velocities will deviate from the actual DNS results at the highwavenumber end of the spectrum. This is schematically shown in Fig.4.3.

Subgrid

Resolved
log E(k)

DNS

LES

kcutoff

log k

Figure 4.3. Schematic view of the scale separation and shape of the energy
spectrum in LES.

The range of simulated scales will depend on the cutoff scale which is directly
proportional to the grid resolution, as can be expected. The quality of the simulation
can be evaluated from the deviation of the resolved energy spectrum from the
expected spectrum, here marked as DNS. The ideal LES simulation should follow the
DNS spectrum until the cutoff scale. However, there will be a deviation near to the
cutoff scale in real simulations. This deviation will depend on several factors which
are connected with the filtering operation and the filter used, subgrid turbulence
modelling, and discretisation schemes used in the code.
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4.3 The KIVA-LES code
The code used in this work is a version of the well-known KIVA-3V, [22]-[25], code
into which modifications accounting for LES were implemented. The KIVA code
solves the governing equations for the compressible fluids with arbitrary LagrangianEulerian (ALE) formulation of the finite volume method. The turbulence treatment of
the original code is URANS. The LES modifications were implemented following
Sone et al., [26]-[27]. These included filtering of the governing equations by the box
filter and modelling the subgrid turbulence by the k-∆ model proposed by Menon et
al., [28].
4.3.1 FILTERED GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Favre spatial filtering is adopted for compressible flows, i.e.:

~

φ =

ρφ
,
ρ

(4.14)

that yields decomposition of the flow field general variable into resolved part (denoted
~
by φ ) and subgrid (unresolved) part (denoted by φ ′′ ) such as:
~

φ = φ + φ ′′ .

(4.15)

The governing conservation equations for the fluid motion are then written as follows:
•

for conservation of mass:
~
∂ρ ∂ ρ U j
= ρ& s ,
+
∂x j
∂t

(4.16)
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for conservation of momentum:
~
∂ρ U i
∂
~ ~
s
+
( ρ U i U j − τ ij + τ ijsgs ) = Fi ,
∂t
∂x j

(4.17)

where the filtered stress tensor is obtained neglecting the contribution from the
unresolved field as:
1
3

τ ij = − P δ ij + 2 ρ ν ( Sij − S kk δ ij ) ,

•

for conservation of internal energy:

~
~
~
∂ qj
∂ U j ∂ h sgs
∂U i
e ∂ ρ U j e~
∂ρ ~
− τ ij
− D sgs = Q& s ,
+ j +
+P
+
∂ xj
∂ xj
∂ xj
∂ xj
∂x j
∂t

•

(4.18)

(4.19)

for conservation of species mass fraction:
~
~
∂ρ Ym
∂
∂Ym
~ ~
&s .
+
+ Φ sgs
( ρ U j Ym − ρ Dm
j ,m ) = ρ
∂t
∂xj
∂x j

(4.20)

The terms denoted by superscripts “s” in Eqs.(4.16), (4.17), (4.19) and (4.20)
represent the source terms due to the presence of spray droplets. The viscosity as a
function of temperature is calculated from the Sutherland’s formula. The equation of
state is calculated for the mixture of species. In the above governing equations, the
terms denoted by superscript “sgs” are unclosed and represent these terms:
•

τ ijsgs the subgrid stress tensor,

•

h sgs
the subgrid heat flux,
j

•

D sgs the subgrid viscous work (modelled as turbul. energy dissipation rate),

•

Φ sgs
j, m the subgrid species mass flux.
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4.3.2 SUBGRID CLOSURE
The unclosed terms in the governing equations are closed by the k-∆ subgrid model
and the model equations are listed here. The subgrid stress is modelled with eddy
viscosity hypothesis by employing the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy ksgs as:
~

1~
3

2
3

τ ijsgs = − ρ ν t ( Sij − S kk δ ij ) + ρ~ k sgs δ ij ,

(4.21)

where the eddy viscosity is defined by:

ν t = Cν k sgs 1 / 2 ∆ .

(4.22)

The subgrid turbulent kinetic energy is solved by the following transport equation
proposed in [28]:

~ sgs
∂ρ k sgs ∂ ρ U j k
∂  ν t ∂ k sgs  & s
+
= P sgs − D sgs +
ρ
+W ,
∂t
∂xj
∂ x j  Prt ∂ x j 

(4.23)

where the production term Psgs and the turbulent energy dissipation rate Dsgs are
closed by:
P

sgs

= −τ

sgs
ij

D sgs = Cε ρ

~
∂U i
,
∂xj
k

sgs

3
2

∆

(4.24)

(4.25)

.

The remaining subgrid scalar terms are closed by gradient diffusion modelling. These
read as:
h

sgs
j

Φ

sgs
i ,m

= −ρ

ν t C p ∂ T~

= −ρ

Prt ∂ x j

,

(4.26)

.

(4.27)

~

ν t ∂ Ym
Sct ∂ xi
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The Cν and Cε are model constants, and their default values are 0.067 and 0.916,
respectively. The turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt number, Prt and Sct , are of the order
of unity and are set equally a value of 0.9 in this work.
4.3.3 CODE STRUCTURE AND NUMERICAL SCHEMES
The KIVA-LES code preserves the original structure of the KIVA-3V code and its
main features are briefly discussed here. The general flow diagram of the computation
is shown in Fig.4.4. As the method used is the ALE-FVM, the transient solution is
marched out in two phases: The first being the Lagrangian phase, in which the
vertices move with the fluid velocity and there is no convection across the boundaries
of the cells. The second being the Eulerian, or rezone, phase, in which the flow field is
frozen, the vertices are moved to new positions, and the flow field is remapped or
rezoned to the new grid. Consequently, in this second phase there is a convection of
fluid across the cell faces, which are regarded as moving relative to the flow field.
The temporal scheme is largely implicit. In the Lagrangian phase, implicit
differencing is used for all the diffusion terms and the terms associated with pressure
wave propagation. The coupled implicit equations are solved by a method similar to
SIMPLE algorithm, with individual equations being solved by the conjugate residual
method. The convection in the rezone phase is solved by explicit methods, but the
calculation is sub-cycled in the main computational cycle an arbitrary times. The main
computational time step is driven automatically and controlled by several criteria.
These include fluid acceleration, rate of strain, and number of advective flux subcycles. In case of spray calculations, other criteria are added that are connected with
evaporation and movement of individual droplets.
The velocities are located at the vertices at the corners of the hexahedral cells. The
conservation of momentum is calculated by constructing momentum cells around the
vertices. As this treatment characteristic to ALE method is susceptible to parasitic
modes in the velocity fields, cell-face centered velocities are also introduced. These
virtual velocity components normal to cell faces are used to compute cell volume
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changes and advective fluxes. Accelerations of the cell-face velocities due to pressure
gradient are calculated by constructing momentum control volumes centered about the
cell faces. The thermodynamic quantities are located at the cell centers.
The original KIVA spatial discretisation schemes are preserved. These include socalled partial donor cell (PDC) scheme and quasi-second order upwind (QSOU)
scheme. The PDC scheme allows blending between the central difference (CD) and
full-upwind difference (UD) limits, and this feature is used in this work. The original
code also allows 4th order node coupling between vertex velocities which is a
numerical damping scheme. This feature is optional and is retained for situations
where hourglass parasitic velocity modes appear in the solution when using the PDC
scheme near the CD limit. As the LES turbulence treatment requires that the
numerical dissipation be small, the scheme used should be near the CD limit and the
optional node coupling might be of use in this situation.
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START
job initialization
calculate gas viscosity
calculate ∆t for next cycle
NEW CYCLE: output, cell initialization
time to stop ?

yes

STOP

DROPLETS: injection, transport, breakup,
collision/coalescence, evaporation
optional 4th order node coupler
mass diffusion
explicit viscous stress, heat diffusion
initialize 1st guess for pressure

•

implicit momentum diffusion

•

implicit heat diffusion

•

implicit pressure solution

repeat BIG ITERATION ?

yes

reset velocities

add pressure acceleration to velocities

add pressure acceleration to velocities
implicit diffusion of sgs
SUBCYCLE ADVECTIVE FLUX of mass, energy, sgs tke, momentum
update cell temp, pressure, gamma

Figure 4.4. General flow diagram of the KIVA-LES computation (based on [22]).
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4.4 Turbulence forcing
The initialisation of turbulence in numerical simulations is a non-trivial task and
requires a special technique called turbulence forcing. According to the Kolmogorov’s
hypotheses, at high Reynolds numbers the small-scale turbulent eddies are locally
isotropic and universal, regardless the large eddies which belong to the energy
containing range. These small eddies are affected by the large scales only to the extent
of the net energy transfer in the cascade. This is the feature which can be used to build
on in turbulence forcing simulations.
A comprehensive study of turbulence forcing in DNS was published by Eswaran and
Pope, [29]. They presented a pseudo-spectral method for simulation of statistically
stationary isotropic turbulence. They used a pseudo-spectral code which solved the
Navier-Stokes equations in the spectral space and mapped the solution to the physical
space through Fourier transformation. This aspect of the code made possible to treat
the solution as a finite number of wavenumbers in the spectral space which was
determined by the number of vertexes in the computational grid. The grid was a cube
with equidistant spacing and periodic boundary conditions in each direction. The
forcing technique was based on forcing the largest scales, i.e. smallest wavenumbers,
in the solution domain by artificially adding energy. This was done by accelerating the
velocity field at discrete points which belonged to the low-wavenumber band. The
acceleration was governed by independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck random processes.
Eswaran and Pope investigated different aspects of the resulting turbulence in the
high-wavenumber range and came to the findings which can be summarised in the
following points:
•

The velocity fields take a significant amount of time to reach a statistically
stationary state. It was observed that this takes between three to five eddyturnover times. After this initial period, the turbulence is also homogenous and
isotropic.
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The Courant number of the simulation should not exceed values higher then
one. This is not because of the stability constraint on explicit time schemes,
but due to the dramatic falling of accuracy of the simulation.

•

The quality of simulations deteriorates significantly if the non-dimensional
Kolmogorov length scale kmaxη falls below unity (where kmax is the maximum
physically significant wavenumber in the simulation and depends on the grid
resolution).

•

The details of the forcing do not have an undue influence on the values of the
high-wavenumber quantities.

•

The Reynolds number in terms of Taylor scale, Rλ, , and the non-dimensional
Kolmogorov length scale, k0η, are sufficient to characterise the turbulent flow
in the simulation (where the lowest wavenumber is k0=2π/L, and L is the
domain size).

The above method has been widely accepted for turbulence forcing and used in
various studies since its publication. Eswaran&Pope originally tested the above
method on 323 and 643 grids and at moderate Reynolds numbers up to Rλ=54. Later,
Yeung&Zhou, [30], used the same method for DNS turbulence simulations on 5123
grids at Rλ=240. They reported deviation in the k

-5/3

scaling law of the inertial

subrange and pointed out that to achieve a strictly isotropic inertial range in DNS
requires the inertial scales be small compared to the domain size. The above method
has been also used in various LES studies with good capability to force the initial
turbulence in the simulations (e.g. Nwagve et al., [31], Boivin et al., [32]).
There are few other methods published in the literature, but the one outlined above is
the only, to the best knowledge of the author of this work, which was systematically
verified and its comprehensive parametric study published. However, it should be also
noted that this method, as well as the others, was developed for pseudo-spectral codes
and, to date, there is no published counterpart for finite volume codes working in
physical space.
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4.5 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process
The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a stochastic diffusion process generated by the
Langevin equation. This is a stochastic differential equation which was originally
proposed by Langevin (1908) for the velocity of a microscopic particle undergoing
Brownian motion. Considering the simplest case of a homogenous isotropic
turbulence which is made statistically stationary by artificial forcing, the fluid
particles and their velocity components are statistically identical. In this case, each
particle’s velocity component undergoes a process which can be modelled by the
Langevin stochastic differential equation (Pope, [18]):

dU * (t ) = −U * (t )

 2σ
dt
+ 
TOU
 TOU

2
OU

1
2


 dW (t ) ,


(4.28)

or, with corresponding finite-difference equation:
1

2
∆t  2σ OU
∆t  2
 ζ (t ) ,
U * (t + ∆t ) = U * (t ) − U * (t )
+ 
TOU  TOU 

(4.29)

where σ2OU and TOU are positive constants, and represent the variation and the
characteristic time scale of the process, respectively. The value ζ (t ) is a standardised
Gaussian random variable (mean= 0 and sdev= 1) which is independent of itself at
different times and independent of U*(t) at past times.
In the Eq.(4.28), the first, deterministic drift, term ( −U * (t ) dt TOU ) causes the velocity
to relax toward zero on the timescales TOU, and the second, diffusion term, adds a
zero-mean random increment of standard deviation ( σ OU

2 dt / TOU ).

Since the Langevin equation is stochastic, consequently, different realisations of the
OU process from the same initial conditions are also different. This is also
demonstrated on Fig.4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Different realisations of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
(σOU = 550 cm/s, TOU = 0.0036 s).

The OU process generated by the Langevin equation Eq.(4.28) is a statistically
stationary Gaussian process and is completely characterised by its zero mean, its
variance σ2OU, and its correlation coefficient, which is:

ρ (t ) = e − t

TOU

,

(4.30)

and considering that this is a Lagrangian velocity correlation coefficient, then the
Lagrangian integral time scale is defined by:

TOU =

∫

∞

0

ρ (t ) dt .

(4.31)
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The spectrum of the OU process obeys the equation:

E (ω ) =

(2 / π ) σ 2 TOU
.
2
1 + TOU
ω2

(4.32)

It is important to notice that U*(t) is nowhere differentiable, which makes its
appearance in the discontinuous slope of the correlation coefficient ρ(t) at the origin.
Taking into account that the correlation coefficient of a real turbulent velocity is
differentiable at the origin, it becomes evident that such a synthetic process as
described above cannot model the highest frequencies of the turbulence. This is also
manifested by the spectrum which decays as E(ω) ~ ω

– 2

at high frequencies.

Nonetheless, as far as it is used for modelling of the larger scales of turbulence, it
gives a reasonable approximation, which has been also validated with experimental
and DNS data (Pope, [18]).
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5. BACKGROUND ON SPRAY SIMULATIONS
5.1 Introduction
In the following review, the theoretical frame of the spray simulations will be
discussed in the necessary extent. In the first three subsections, the addressed
phenomena, the flow analysis, and the CFD methodology are briefly reviewed. It is
followed by the governing equations of individual droplets in the next section. The
model formulation of droplet turbulent dispersion follows. Finally, the other models
are discussed only briefly at the end of this chapter, as these are beyond the scope of
the present investigation.
5.1.1 ADDRESSED PHENOMENA
The numerical simulations of diesel-fuel injections require analysis which can cover
the complex phenomena arising in pressure-atomised sprays. At the same time, this
has to be addressed with proper CFD methodology. The current state of the art allows
computations which can cover primary atomisation at the nozzle, secondary
atomisation (or breakup) of droplets, droplet turbulent dispersion, gas-phase
turbulence modulation, droplet evaporation, and droplet collision, to name those
relevant for diesel-fuel sprays. All named was addressed in the computations in this
work. However, the investigation of the model performance was limited to the droplet
turbulent dispersion only. This model can directly address the gas-phase turbulence on
the droplets motion and, hence, its performance is critical in the spray computations
where the ambient-turbulence effects are investigated.
5.1.2 ANALYSIS OF TWO-PHASE FLOWS
The analysis of two-phase flows in sprays can be divided according to Faeth (1983),
[33], who made distinction between locally-homogenous flows (LHF) and separated
flows (SF). In LHF, the liquid-phase is assumed to be in dynamic and thermodynamic
equilibrium with the gas-phase, which means that the liquid-phase accommodates to
the changes in the gas-phase quickly, hence, the rate of transport of momentum, mass
and heat is assumed to be infinitely fast. On the other hand, in the SF approach this
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equilibrium is not assumed, and finite transport rates are accounted for in the analysis.
Considering a diesel-fuel spray which has a high-momentum and a range of droplet
sizes which can interact with the ambient-gas differently, it is expected that the rate of
transport and its variation is significant between the droplets and gas. From this
follows that the separated flow assumption is the relevant approach in the analysis.
Depending on the treatment of the droplet/turbulence interaction, Faeth further
divided the separated flows to deterministic separated flows (DSF) and stochastic
separated flows (SSF). In the deterministic approach, the influence of the gas-phase
turbulence on the droplet trajectories is not included, whereas in the stochastic
approach this is reflected by reconstruction of the fluctuating velocities from the
modelled turbulence parameters and using stochastic pdf (probability density
function) methods. The current CFD methodology makes use of the latter approach
and, hence, the computations belong to the SSF class.
5.1.3 CFD METHODOLOGY
The methodology of spray calculations follows the Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation,
which means that the gas-phase is treated in Eulerian-continuum and the liquid-phase
is treated in Lagrangian-discrete manner. The finite volume method accounting for the
above formulation is based on the Particle-Source-In-Cell Technique (PSICT) which
was originally proposed by Crowe et al. (1977), [34]. Accordingly, the equations for
the continuum phase are solved in the traditional FVM manner, but with source terms
accounting for the presence of the discrete phase, called particles, in the cells. The
discrete particles are solved by a distinct set of governing equations which, beside the
conservation of transport along the trajectories of individual particles, provide the
necessary source terms in the equations for the continuum phase. As the number of
particles is limited by the computer’s memory and CPU power, statistical treatment of
droplets is unavoidable for performing computations. The spray during the calculation
is divided into a finite number of computational particles, called parcels, which
represent certain number of real droplets having the same properties. The governing
equations for the droplets are solved for these parcels, hence, keeping the number of
particles in the acceptable range.
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Although the above methodology is at an advanced stage of development at the time
being, it is important to point out that it was formulated on the RANS turbulence
treatment which may have undue influences on the LES spray computations. The LES
methodology in the context of sprays has been reviewed by Bellan (2000), [35], who
identified four important issues which remain to be addressed in the future: the
simulation of dense spray effects, the interaction of small scales with the droplets, the
modelling of subgrid scale stresses, heat and species fluxes, and the modelling of the
source terms in the LES equations.

5.2 Governing equations of the droplets
5.2.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion consist of the equation for the conservation of momentum
and the equation of droplet position. The conservation of momentum for discrete
particles in continuous flows was first derived by Basset, Boussinesq, and Oseen,
hence, it is often referred as B-B-O equation in the literature. It can be expressed as
the balance of forces acting in the i-th direction according to the Newton’s II. law as:

mD

d U D, i
dt

= ∑ Fi .

(5.1)

The right hand side represent the forces arising during the motion of droplets in the
continuous flow field. The most significant contribution is due to the aerodynamic
drag, which in case of a spherical droplet is expressed by:

FD , i =

π
8

D 2 ρ cD (U i − U D , i ) U i − U D , i .

(5.2)

There is a range of other forces in the literature which can be addressed on the flying
droplets. These include the pressure gradient force, the virtual mass force, the Basset
force, and the lift forces of Saffman and Magnuss. However, the dominant force in
high-momentum sprays is the droplet drag given in Eq.(5.2), and the others are
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usually neglected. Conversely, the B-B-O equation for diesel-fuel droplets can be
written as:

ρD

π
6

D3

d U D, i
dt

=

π

D 2 ρ cD (U i − U D , i ) U i − U D , i .

8

(5.3)

The drag coefficient can be expressed according to the Putnam’s formula which is
written in the present work as:

cD =

2
24  1

1 + Re D 3 
Re D  6


for

Re D ≤ 1000 ,

(5.4)

cD = 0.424

for

Re D > 1000 .

The droplet Reynolds number is given by:
r

Re D =

r

ρ D U −UD
µ

.

(5.5)

The remaining equation of motion applies for the position of droplet and using the
same notation as before it reads:
d xD , i
dt

= U D, i .

(5.6)
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5.2.2 EQUATIONS FOR DROPLET EVAPORATION
The droplet evaporation is governed by the conservation of energy and conservation
of mass. Considering the contribution of convective heat transfer at the droplet surface
and the latent heat of evaporation, the energy conservation can be expressed as
follows:

mD c p , D

dT
ln(1 + Bm ) d mD
= π D λgas (T∞ − TD ) Nu
−
lD .
dt
Bm
dt

(5.7)

The conservation of mass during evaporation is expressed by the Frossling correlation
which reads:
d mD
= π D ρ Dgas Sh ln(1 + Bm ) .
dt

(5.8)

The Nusselt number and the Sherwood number are expressed by the Ranz-Marshall
correlations:
1
1


2

Nu =  2 + 0.6 Re D Pr 3  ,



(5.9)

1
1


Sh =  2 + 0.6 Re D2 Sc 3  ,



(5.10)

and the expressions for the Prandtl number, Schmidt number, and the mass transfer
number, respectively, are written as:

Pr =
Sc =

Bm =

µ cp
,
λgas
µ

(5.11)
,

(5.12)

YS − Y∞
.
1 − YS

(5.13)

ρ Dgas
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The conductive heat transfer coefficient, λgas , specific heat , cp,D , and the diffusion
coefficient Dgas , are evaluated at the following reference temperature and reference
vapour mass fraction:

T=

2 TD + T∞
,
3

  p
W 
YS = 1 + 
− 1 m  ,


 Wf 
  pS

(5.14)
(5.15)

where pS is the pressure of the saturated vapour, and indexes m and f mark the molar
weight of mixture and fluid, respectively.

5.3 Droplet turbulent dispersion model
The droplets propagating through a turbulent environment are constantly disturbed by
the action of turbulent eddies. Once the turbulence is modelled as additional stresses,
the turbulent eddies are not resolved in the computations. Consequently, they cannot
disturb the motion of parcels. This is resolved by additional modelling and is the
subject of droplet turbulent dispersion models. In this work, the model of Dukowitz
(1980), [36], and the model of O’Rourke (1987), [37], was tested in the computations.
These were developed for URANS turbulence treatment and are discussed in the
following.
First, the particle-eddy interaction time is calculated in each computational time step,
which is the minimum of the eddy-life-time, τeddy, and the particle transit time, τptr :
tint = min (τ eddy , τ ptr ) .

(5.16)

The eddy-life-time represents the characteristic time scale of the modelled eddies, and
the particle transit time represents the time which is necessary for the parcel to pass
this eddy. These can be expressed as:
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τ eddy =

τ ptr =

leddy
,
u

C ptr leddy
U −UD

Review

(5.17)
,

(5.18)

where leddy is the length scale and u is the fluctuation velocity of the modelled eddy,
and Cptr is a model constant.
The particle-eddy interaction time is compared with the actual computational time
step, and – based on the result – one of the following models is used.
5.3.1 DUKOWICZ MODEL (∆t < tint)
Once the computational time step is smaller than the particle-eddy interaction time,
the Dukowicz model is used, and the fluctuation velocity is reconstructed from the
modelled turbulence field. This is done by random selection from a Gaussian pdf with
a standard deviation calculated from the model turbulent kinetic energy, tke, by the
expression:

σ (u ) =

2
tke .
3

(5.19)

The resulting fluctuation velocity is then used in the equations of motion for the
parcel. Consequently, the particle position will be calculated in a straightforward
manner from using the reconstructed fluctuation velocity and will obey a Gaussian pdf
with standard deviation expressed as:

σ ( x) = σ (u ) ∆t .

(5.20)
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5.3.2 O’ROURKE MODEL (∆t > tint)
If the computational time step is larger than the particle-eddy interaction time, the
O’Rourke model is used. In this case, the reconstructed fluctuation velocity is not
included in the equations of motion, but, instead, the particle dispersion is calculated
using empirical functions proposed by O’Rourke. These empirical functions are used
to calculate the standard deviation of the velocity fluctuation and the position change,
and are functions of several parameters. Their exact formula is omitted here and only
symbolic expressions are given as:

σ OR (u ) = fOR ,u (∆t , D, tint ,σ (u )) ,

(5.21)

σ OR ( x) = fOR , x (∆t , D, tint ,σ (u )) .

(5.22)

An additional parameter called turbulent persistence time enters:

τ per = f OR , per (∆t , D, tint , σ (u ),σ OR (u )) .

(5.23)

The turbulent velocity change, δu, and the interim position change, δx’, of the particle
are calculated by random selection from the Gaussian pdf’s with standard deviations
given above. The final position change is calculated using proportions of both the
velocity change and the interim position change by:

δx = τ perδu + δx' .

(5.24)

The above model is inaccurate in several respects. It ignores the effects of fluctuations
on the heat and mass transfer, as the fluctuation velocity is not included in the
equations of motion. Moreover, it assumes linear drag law in the velocity pdf.
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5.3.3 PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
The above two models can be interpreted in the physical manner as follows:
•

Dukowicz model: it accounts for the motion of particles in the situation when

they move only a fraction of eddy sizes in the computational time step. The
fluctuation velocity is reconstructed only once in a given eddy, hence, it
remains constant for a number of particle time steps. The zigzag motion of
particle is resolved on the scale of the modelled eddies1. This is schematically
shown in Fig.5.1.
•

O’Rourke model: it accounts for the situation when the particle passes more

than one eddy in a single time step. In reality, there would be a continuous
interaction between these eddies and the particle, which would follow a zigzag
motion depending on the relaxation between the two phases. This situation
was studied by Yudine (1959) and Csanády (1963), and is called as the
crossing-trajectory effect in the literature. The model of O’Rourke is an
approximation of the particle final position at the end of the step in this
situation. Therefore it cannot recover the zigzag motion of the particles on the
modelled eddy scale1. This is schematically shown in Fig.5.2.

_____________________________________________________________________
1

The term “model eddy’ means an eddy, which can be recovered from the turbulence-model

constants, ( URANS: tke, eps ; LES: subgrid tke, cutoff length ).
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Dukowicz model, (1980)

particle trajectory

eddy 2

u2
u2

∆t < tint

eddy 1

∆t3
u1
∆t2

u1
∆t1

σ2(u) = 2/3 tke

u’D = ui

σ(x) = σ(u) ∆t

x’D = f(u’D)

Figure 5.1. Schematic of particle trajectory passing large eddies (Dukowicz model).

O’Rourke model, (1987)
particle trajectory

eddy 6

eddy 3
∆t2

∆t > tint

eddy 1
u’D = 0
σOR (u)
σOR (x)

+ τper

x’D = fOR

Figure 5.2. Schematic of particle trajectory passing small eddies (O’Rourke model).
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5.4 Other spray models
5.4.1 TURBULENCE MODULATION MODEL
This model accounts for the presence of particles in the continuous phase turbulence
by adding source terms to the transport equations of turbulence model parameters
(URANS: tke, eps ; LES: subgrid tke). The model used in this work was developed by
Amsden and O’Rourke, [22], in URANS manner, however it is also included in the
LES subgrid tke equation.
5.4.2 DROPLET ATOMISATION – TAB MODEL
This model makes use of the Taylor’s analogy which assumes oscillation of spherical
droplets. The model is therefore called Taylor’s analogy breakup (TAB) model and
was proposed by O’Rourke and Amsden, [38]. The model solves an equation for the
oscillating droplet where the forces due to aerodynamic action, surface stresses, and
liquid viscosity are accounted for. This model is used for the primary atomisation at
the nozzle exit. In this case, primary droplets of about the nozzle size are injected and
the breakup is governed by the TAB model. The same model is also used for the
secondary atomisation of the spray droplets.
5.4.3 DROPLET COLLISION MODEL
This model accounts for the collision of droplets in dense sprays. The model used was
proposed by O’Rourke (1981), [39], and considers two outcomes of the collision:
either coalescence (from two particles a new particle is formed), or grazing collision
(collision of two particles resulting in bumping).
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6. MEASUREMENTS
6.1 Background
The measurements were conducted at the Thermodynamics Laboratory of the School
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Leeds, United Kingdom, in the frame of
visiting-research of the present author which was funded by the Marie Curie
Fellowship of the European Commission.

6.2 Experimental apparatus and technique
6.2.1 FAN-STIRRED VESSEL
The experimental vessel was the Leeds Mk.2 spherical fan-stirred bomb developed to
gather data at near engine-like conditions. It comprised a spherical bomb designed to
withstand explosions with peak pressures up to 100 bar. It consisted of a stainless
steel body with an inner diameter of 380 mm and was fitted with three orthogonal
pairs of quartz windows 100 mm thick and 150 mm in diameter. This configuration
allowed excellent optical access to the central measurement volume of 150 mm
diameter. Four fans were placed inside the vessel near the wall, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The fans were oriented in a tetrahedral configuration in order to generate isotropic
turbulence with near zero mean velocities in the central volume of the vessel. Each
was driven independently by 8 kW high-speed induction motors with adjustable
speed. By adjusting the fan speed, different turbulence intensities and near constant
integral length scales were generated inside the central measurement volume. In the
present study, fan speeds corresponding to RMS turbulent velocities of 0.5, 2, 4 and
5.5 m/s were used.
The vessel was linked, through access ports with valves, to two pressurized cylinders,
one filled with nitrogen and the other with dry industrial grade air. Another port and
valve allowed the emptying of the vessel to the exhaust ventilation system. The walls
and the gas charge were heated by a 2 kW electrical heating element placed inside.
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The vessel was fitted with a pressure transducer and a thermocouple to monitor the
gas pressure and temperature.
Prior to each fuel injection, the vessel was filled with nitrogen to a pressure of 15 bar
and heated up to temperature of 400 K. This produced an initial charge density of
12.47 kg/m3. Nitrogen was selected as working fluid to avoid ignition of the diesel
fuel during the injection experiments. Between successive injections the vessel was
emptied to the exhaust system and flushed with pressurized air before filling with
fresh nitrogen.
el. signal from amplifier

Injector adaptor

high-pressure fuel line
Injector

Quartz windows

Fan
El. motor
Exhaust
compressed air

Nitrogen

Figure 6.1. Scheme of the spherical fan-stirred experimental vessel (side view).

The turbulence intensity generated by the fans was calibrated as a function of the fan
speed using LDA technique. This was done in a previous study published in [31], and,
since the initial turbulence is an essential part of this work, more details are given
here. A single velocity component at various positions in the central volume was
measured with an argon-ion laser LDA system, and the signal was processed with a
DANTEC 57N20 enhanced burst spectrum analyzer (BSA). The directional ambiguity
was removed by 40 MHz frequency shift to one beam. For flow field seeding, alumina
(Al2O3) particles of 0.3 µm diameters were used. Typically 20.000 Doppler bursts
with 10 kHz rate were acquired and processed at each investigated position. These
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calibration measurements have revealed that, within the optically accessible central
volume of 150 mm in diameter, the turbulence was nearly isotropic with no significant
mean velocity, and the turbulence RMS velocity was found to vary linearly with the
fan speed. The longitudinal integral length scale was found from spatial correlation
using two LDA probes, one at a fixed position and the other at a variable horizontal
distance. From these measurements the integral length scale was found to be 20 mm
and, except the low fan speeds where it was 25 mm, independent of the fan speed.
6.2.2 FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
The diesel fuel injection utilized an automotive common-rail injection system and a
single-hole diesel nozzle. The fuel injector was fitted in the top of the vessel in such a
way that the nozzle tip protruded slightly into the optically accessible central
measurement volume (see Fig. 6.1). The injection system was build and its application
in the same vessel tested in a previous study, [40].
The scheme of the injection system is shown in Fig. 6.2. It comprised a 12V lowpressure (LP) feeder pump that drove diesel fuel through a standard automotive fuel
filter from a 5-litre tank. The fuel was a commercial light-duty diesel fuel. A lowpressure throttle and a manometer allowed fuel pressure adjustment before feeding it
to the high-pressure (HP) pump. This was a three-cylinder LEDUC axial piston pump
driven by a three-phase electric motor and was capable of pressures up to 1000 bar.
The normal operating pressures in the present study were 1.5 bar for the low-pressure
line and 450 bar for the high-pressure line. Similar to the low-pressure fuel circuit, the
high-pressure output was adjusted by means of a manually operated throttle valve and
a manometer. The spill from the injector was returned to the tank via a water cooler to
keep the fuel temperature in the injection system below 303 K. This was necessary to
avoid cavitations in the HP pump. A flexible steel hose allowed connection between
the injection system, mounted on a laboratory trolley as a separate unit, and the
injector fitted on the vessel. This special pipe, designed to withstand high pressures,
served as the common-rail used in nowadays automotive injection systems.
The fuel injector was a GANSER Hydromag electronically controlled solenoid type
injector with a maximum needle lift of 0.25 mm. It was equipped with a Bosch single-
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hole nozzle 0.18 mm in diameter and length to diameter ratio of 4. The injector was
driven by an amplifier. The energy to both the amplifier and the LP pump was
supplied by a 12 V / 45 Ah car battery. The start and the duration of the intermittent
injection were triggered by a square wave TTL signal generated by a pulse generator.
The injection duration was 1 ms for each injection.
LP manometer
Fuel filter

HP Pump

HP manometer

450 bar

1.5 bar

LP pump

LP throttle
valve

Injector
El.
motor

HP throttle
valve
Cooler

Nozzle

Water in
Water out
5L fuel tank

~380V, 3-phase
Amplifier

Car battery
12V, 45Ah
TTL signal

Figure 6.2. Scheme of the injection system.

6.2.3 IMAGING TECHNIQUE
Two optical techniques were applied to observe the spray structure. The Mie-scatter
laser sheet technique allowed visualization of a central cross-section of the liquid
phase. The Schlieren technique allowed visualization of the spray vapour phase
through the whole spray volume. By applying the above techniques simultaneously, a
good picture of the spray structure, consisting of both the liquid and the vapour
phases, could be accessed.
The scheme of the two techniques is shown in Fig. 6.3. The single light source was an
OXFORD LS20 copper vapour laser. It produced laser pulses of 13 ns duration with a
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wavelength of 510.6 nm and energy of approximately 2 mJ per pulse. A small portion
of the laser light was split off by a prismatic beam splitter and lead by an optical fiber
for use in the Schlieren system as discussed below. The remainder was used to form
the laser sheet for planar Mie-scattering studies. The laser beam was directed by
several mirrors, in Fig. 6.3 shown only one, and focused by an f=500 mm spherical biconvex lens to the centre of the vessel. Placed adjacent to the spherical lens was a
1000 mm cylindrical plano-convex lens which expanded the beam in the vertical
plane to form a divergent laser sheet of approximately 0.5 mm thick and, at the vessel
centre, 150 mm wide. The laser sheet entered through a side window of the vessel and
intersected the fuel spray along the axis of the injector. Droplets that passed through
the laser sheet, scattered light which was recorded on a camera to yield an axial crosssectional view of the fuel spray.
Laser beam (510.6 nm wavelength)

Fiber optic cable

Mirror

Prism
Copper-vapor laser
PC

Spherical bi-convex lens
Cylindrical plano-convex lens

Laser sheet
Vessel
CMOS camera

40 degree light output
150 mm Schlieren lens

0.65 mm pinhole
150 mm Schlieren lens
Injector

Figure 6.3. Scheme of the planar Mie-scatter and Schlieren techniques (top view).

The light from the fiber optic, which served for the Schlieren technique, emerged as a
diverging beam along the axis of the vessel, at right angles to the plane of the laser
sheet. It was expanded onto a f=1000 mm plano-convex lens to produce a parallel
beam of 150 mm in diameter. Within the measurement volume, the beam was
refracted by variations in refractive index caused by density differences between the
fuel vapour and the surrounding nitrogen. The emerging light was focused by a
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second, identical f=1000 mm, lens onto a 0.65 mm pinhole placed at the focus and the
resulting Schlieren image was recorded through the front lens of the camera.
For both techniques the same high-speed CMOS camera was used which was a
Phantom V4 model. It was connected to a PC through a fire-wire connection and
operated by a Phantom computer program. In both techniques the camera operated at
a frame rate of 20 kHz. This corresponded to a temporal resolution of 50 µs. This
temporal resolution allowed an image size of 128×64 pixel= 45×22.5 mm, and hence a
spatial resolution of 0.35 mm/pixel.
Because both the laser and the camera were operating in a pulsating mode,
synchronization of the two was necessary to avoid drifting. The synchronization was
done by tuning the laser pulsation frequency and triggering the camera sampling on
the positive edge of the laser pulse.
6.2.4 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
The fuel injections were repeated several times at each investigated condition and
good repeatability was obtained. At each condition 5 injections were performed and
monitored through the camera system before saving the last sequence for data
processing and preparing a fresh charge for the subsequent condition. After
performing injections at each turbulence condition, the complete set of injections with
the above procedure was repeated 5 times. All the processed sequences revealed the
same trends reported further.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS
A sequence of pictures was obtained from each injection event. Typical sequences of
Mie-scatter images at different times after the start of the same injection event are
shown in Fig. 6.4 at four ambient turbulence conditions.
u’
m/s

Time after SOI
0.2 ms

0.4 ms

0.6 ms

0.5

2

4

5.5

Figure 6.4. Mie-scatter laser sheet sequences of intermittent Diesel spray for different freestream RMS turbulent velocities, (field size 45×22.5 mm).

In each picture, there appear two images; the more intense being the real image, and
the weaker (below the real image), being a reflection from the back window. At u’=
0.5 m/s, the lowest value used in the present work, the liquid phase structure is very
similar to that observed by other researchers under quiescent or low ambient
turbulence, (e.g. [7],[8]). Initially the spray structure was compact, indicated by the
evenly-distributed image intensity along the whole penetration length. Later, between
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0.2 and 0.4 ms after the start of injection (SOI) and illustrated by the variation in
image density, there was a mixing region developing at the front of the spray which
involves several interrelated processes like ambient gas entrainment and mixing with
the liquid phase, droplet collision and vaporization. The jet velocity at the spray tip
was approximately 60 m/s during this stage. At u’= 0.5 m/s, this developing mixing
region gradually grew to dominate the whole penetration length and the image
intensity distribution became significantly heterogeneous. At increasing turbulence,
shown on successive rows in Fig. 6.4, an interesting qualitative change was observed
in which the image intensity differs significantly, especially in the above mentioned
mixing region.
6.3.2 SPRAY INTEGRAL PARAMETERS
Two integral parameters of the spray, the spray tip penetration and the spray angle,
were measured from the sequences shown in Fig. 6.4, and the results indicating
general trends are shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. For measuring these
parameters, the spray boundary was defined by a threshold value of 65 on a 256 gray
color scale. As seen from the graphs, the spray penetration decreased and the spray
angle increased with the increasing ambient turbulence.
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Figure 6.5. Variation of spray tip penetration with time and u’, (the tip penetration was
defined as the largest axial distance of the spray boundary from the nozzle orifice).
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Figure 6.6. Variation of spray angle with time and u’, (the spray angle was defined as the halfcone angle of the spray at an axial distance of 60 times the nozzle diameter).
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6.3.3 IMAGE PROCESSING
The Mie-scatter images were further processed and the resulting images used for
quantification of the structures in the spray mixing region. Typical samples of
processed Mie-scatter images are shown in Fig. 6.7 at 0.4 ms after SOI at each
condition. In case of u’= 0.5 m/s, the visible spray core had penetrated up to a certain
distance of about 14 mm along the spray axis. It is important to clarify here, that the
region called in this work as ‘spray core’ was an optically dense spray region where
further elucidation on the spray inner structures was impossible due to apparent image
saturation. This was a result of the relatively high laser intensity which was necessary
to visualize the spray border and the liquid structures in the spray mixing region. At
higher axial distances there existed various isolated and non-isolated regions of
various intensities. The darker regions probably indicate the presence of liquid
filaments and/or droplet clusters of different scales. At this low level of turbulence,
the size of the largest detected structures in the mixing region was approximately 1
mm. The structures of lower intensities probably represent smaller scale ligaments or
clusters typically less than 0.35 mm, the scale given by the image resolution. At
increasing ambient turbulence, the length scale of these structures increased
significantly and the space between them reduced. At u’= 5.5 m/s, the highest level of
turbulence in this work, the liquid structure in the spray formed a compact nontransparent region without any detectable ligaments or droplet clusters along the
penetration length of the spray.

u’ [m/s]
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Figure 6.7. Processed Mie-scatter images at 0.4 ms after SOI, (negative images with 75%
brightness and 85% contrast, field size 42×11 mm).
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6.3.4 CHARACTERISATION OF THE SPRAY STRUCTURE
The processed images were further used to quantify indicative parameters. Shown in
Fig. 6.8 is the maximum penetration of any visible liquid structures and in Fig. 6.9 the
spray core penetration as the functions of time and turbulence. In general, there is an
increase in the axial penetration of liquid structures, shown in Fig.6.8, with increasing
time and turbulence. The visible spray core penetration, shown in Fig. 6.9, was
independent on time and turbulence up to u’= 4 m/s, where the increased random
scatter was probably caused by unsteady detachments of different scale structures
from the spray core. At u’= 5.5 m/s, the spray core could not be observed due to the
non-transparent spray mixing region, therefore its penetration is given as the spray tip
penetration. Fig. 6.10 tracks the size of the largest observed structures in the mixing
region, and it is shown that the size of these structures increased with increasing
ambient turbulence.
6.3.5 VAPOUR DISTRIBUTION
In Fig. 6.11 there are pictures captured with combined Mie-scatter and Schlieren
techniques at 0.4 ms after SOI for three levels of ambient turbulence. Shown in Fig.
6.11(a) is a typical image at u’= 0.5 m/s, where the extent of the fuel vapour can be
clearly seen as a dark region, mainly in front of, but also around the edges of the spray
mixing region. However, as shown in Fig. 6.11(b), the axial extent of the detected
vapour phase decreased significantly at the increased ambient turbulence of u’= 4 m/s.
Here, the detected vapour was concentrated more around the mixing region than at the
spray tip and surrounded the visible liquid structures. As shown in Fig. 6.11(c), at the
highest turbulence, u’= 5.5 m/s, there was no visible vapour around the liquid phase at
any stage during the injection. It is unclear whether this was due to a real reduction in
evaporation (possibly caused by inter-droplet interactions) or due to reduced vapour
visibility caused by faster turbulent mixing of the fuel vapour and surrounding gas.
Although the latter is more likely, further elucidation of the possible effects of
turbulence on vaporization was beyond the capabilities of the applied imaging
technique.
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Figure 6.8. Liquid structure penetration measured from processed Mie-scatter images, (largest
axial distance of any visible liquid structures after processing, see Fig.6.7).
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Figure 6.9. Spray core penetration measured from processed Mie-scatter images, (axial
penetration of the compact non-transparent region after processing, see Fig.6.7).
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Figure 6.10. Indicative size of the largest detected structures in the spray mixing region,
(see Fig.6.7).

(a) u’ = 0.5 m/s

(b) u’ = 4 m/s

(c) u’ = 5.5 m/s

Figure 6.11. Combined Mie-scatter and Schlieren images captured at 0.4 ms after SOI for
three different levels of ambient turbulence, (field size 42×11 mm).
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6.3.6 DISCUSSION OF LIMITATIONS
The limitations of the experimental observations have to be discussed first for correct
interpretation of the spray structure. Firstly, although the spray core has been reported
and its penetration measured, it was not possible to make observations on its inner
structure. This was caused by multiple-scattering effects in the dense region of the
spray which was unavoidable at the relatively high laser intensity necessary to outline
the structure of the mixing region. Secondly, the image resolution was 0.35 mm/pixel;
therefore it was not possible to make direct distinctions between fine scale liquid
structures as individual droplets, droplet clusters or filaments. The image resolution
was defined by the required temporal resolution and field size of the camera setup.
Finally, scattering effects in the plane of the laser sheet caused broadening of the
illumination region in the backscatter direction and attenuation of the laser intensity in
forward scatter direction. This resulted in asymmetric spray contours apparent in all
images.
6.3.7 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Despite of the above limitations, the results presented in the previous section clearly
indicate a connection between the ambient turbulence and the spray structure. At low
ambient turbulence, the mixing region contained fine scale structures, typically less
than the image resolution and indicated by the low scattering intensity. With
increasing ambient turbulence, both the size and spatial distribution of these structures
changed significantly which was indicated by the increasing size and decreasing
spacing between the high-intensity regions. At the highest turbulence level, u’= 5.5
m/s, the spacing between the high-intensity regions became smaller than the image
resolution, which was the reason for the formation of a compact non-transparent
mixing region in front of the spray. These observations seem to indicate that the highintensity regions in the mixing region were droplet clusters and/or filaments of
different size which were correlated with the changing turbulence scales at different
ambient turbulence. The following analysis attempts to confirm the possibility of the
suggested droplet clustering and its probable mechanisms. This can be done by
evaluating the droplets response to the different scales of turbulence.
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6.4 Stokes number analysis
6.4.1 OBJECTIVE
As described in the previous section, the increased ambient turbulence led to
increased droplet clustering in the mixing region. This was indicated by the increased
size of the liquid structures (probably droplet clusters) and the decreasing distance
between them. Therefore the objective of this analysis is to confirm the possibility of
the increased clustering at increasing turbulence and to identify the turbulence scales
that predominantly cause it.
6.4.2 ASSUMPTIONS
Dan et al. [11] suggested that the Stokes number is valid for the qualitative
characterization of the distribution of the atomized droplets in diesel-like sprays. This
method has been found well suited to dilute sprays where the void fraction was high
and creeping flow could be assumed to exist around the individual droplets (e.g. [13],
[14]). In that situation, the large scales of turbulence about the integral scale have
been reported to be the most important in affecting the spray structure. In contrast to
those studies, the present work investigates a dense high-pressure spray in an
environment of well controlled ambient turbulence. It is probable that the interaction
between the turbulence and the fuel spray will modify the structure of both in a way
that could not be fully quantified in the present work. Nevertheless, it is assumed that
the characteristics of the ambient turbulence are a reasonable approximation of the
turbulence within the spray and that these can be used to evaluate the Stokes number.
6.4.3 DEFINITION OF THE STOKES NUMBER
There are different Stokes numbers presented in the literature. In this work the one
representing the ratio of the drag force on the droplet to the centrifugal force due to
the action of the turbulent eddy passed by the droplet will be used. This ratio can be
mathematically expressed as the ratio of the droplet response time to the characteristic
time scale of the eddy:
St =

τD
.
τx

(6.1)
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In the case of a small Stokes number (St << 1), the droplet is captured in the eddy and
follows its motion well. Conversely, at a large value (St >> 1), the droplet trajectory is
not affected by turbulence and it retains its original direction. In the case of St = 1, the
droplet is centrifuged toward the outer edge of the eddy and the droplet trajectory has
a component that is normal to the edge of eddy. An important constraint of the Stokes
number analysis is that the size of investigated droplets must not be larger than the
size of turbulent eddies. Otherwise, the assumption of possible droplet centrifugal
motion in the eddy would not be valid.
6.4.4 DROPLET RESPONSE TIMES
The droplet response time can be obtained from the equation of motion for a particle
flying in a continuous environment. This equation was discussed in Chapter 5
(Eq.5.1), and taking into account the only effect of drag force on the droplet it can be
written as:

ρD

π
6

D3

dUD π 2
= D ρ cD (U − U D ) U − U D
dt
8

(6.2)

The droplet response time (or particle relaxation time as often called) can be obtained
from the above equation written in the following form:
d U D (U − U D )
=
,
dt
τD

(6.3)

hence, after modifying the Eq.(6.2) to obtain the above form, the droplet response
time can be obtained as:

τD =

4 D ρD
.
3 cD ρ U − U D

(6.4)
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For creeping flows around the droplet with a low value of droplet Reynolds number
(ReD << 1), and further a low density ratio of the two phases ( ρ/ρD < 10 -3 ), the above
equation can be simplified to obtain the following form (Bachalo, [16]):

τ D ,C

ρD D2
=
,
18 µ

(6.5)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the ambient gas. However, the typical droplet
Reynolds numbers expected in diesel fuel sprays are of the order in the range of 102 to
103 and possibly higher. Moreover, the ratio of densities between the two phases is
expected to be at engine conditions in the range of (10-1 to 10-2). Therefore, the
general formula for the droplet response time, given by Eq.(6.4), will be further used
in this work. The drag coefficient will be calculated using the Putnam’s correlation
following Eq.(5.4).
The following analysis of droplet response times makes use of published data on
droplets size and velocity distribution for diesel-like sprays in [41]-[46]. The values of
droplet diameters and velocities listed in Tab. 6.1 were selected to represent the whole
range expected in the present work. The extreme values represent the limits at the
nozzle exit (180 µm, 300 m/s) and at the spray border (5 µm, 10 m/s) while the other
values were selected in a way to represent the typical droplet classes inside the spray.
The corresponding parameters and calculated response times are listed alongside.
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D [µm]

UD [m/s]

Re D

cD

τ D [ms]

180

300

30,560

0.424

0.129

50

50

1414

0.424

0.214

50

10

283

0.694

0.655

25

50

707

0.483

0.094

25

10

142

0.937

0.242

10

50

283

0.694

0.026

10

10

57

1.466

0.062

5

50

142

0.937

0.0097

5

10

28

2.161

0.021

Table 6.1. Response times relevant for typical Diesel spray conditions.

6.4.5 AMBIENT TURBULENCE SCALES
Three typical scales (integral, Taylor and Kolmogorov) of the ambient turbulence are
considered in Eq. (6.1) for each condition. The integral length scales in the present
vessel have been found from an LDA study, as discussed earlier in the description of
the experimental vessel. The Taylor length and velocity scales, λ and u 'λ , can be
correlated with the integral length scale, L, (e.g. [18]):

λ=

Aν L
,
u′

(6.6)

1

 λ 3
u 'λ = u '   ,
L

(6.7)

where A is an experimental constant and for the turbulence in the vessel used in this
work was assigned a value of 16 by [47].
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The Kolmogorov length and velocity scales are obtained from Eqs.(3.48) and (3.49) as
follows:

η = L Re

−

uη′ = u′ Re

3
4

−

1
4

,

(6.8)

.

(6.9)

The characteristic length and velocity scales for each experimental case are listed in
Tab.6.2. The corresponding time scales were obtained as the ratio of the characteristic
length scale to the appropriate velocity scale and the values are shown in Tab. 6.3.
The Reynolds numbers of turbulence in terms of the integral length scale, Re, and in
terms of the Taylor length scale, Rλ , are also shown in Tab. 6.3.

Integral scale

Taylor scale

Kolmogorov scale

Case

L
[mm]

u’
[m/s]

λ
[mm]

u’ λ
[m/s]

η
[µm]

u’ η
[m/s]

exp-1

25

0.5

1.19

0.18

32.4

0.05

exp-2

20

2

0.532

0.60

10.8

0.16

exp-3

20

4

0.376

1.06

6.44

0.27

exp-4

20

5.5

0.321

1.39

5.07

0.35

Table 6.2. Characteristic length and velocity scales of the ambient turbulence.

Case

τL
[ms]

τλ
[ms]

τη
[ms]

Re
[-]

Rλ
[-]

exp-1

50

6.56

0.594

478

23

exp-2

10

0.89

0.066

1529

41

exp-3

5

0.35

0.023

3058

58

exp-4

3.6

0.23

0.015

4205

68

Table 6.3. Experimental turbulence time scales and Reynolds numbers.
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6.4.6 RELATIVE SIZE OF DROPLETS AND EDDIES
An important constraint of the Stokes number analysis is that the size of investigated
droplets must not be larger than the size of turbulent eddies. Otherwise, the
assumption of possible droplet centrifugal motion in the eddy would not be satisfied.
For this reason, the droplet diameters must be first compared with the scales of
turbulence. As shown in Fig. 6.12, the above assumption is valid for the whole range
of droplet diameters in relation to the integral and Taylor scales, and, therefore the
values of respective Stokes numbers can be used for making conclusions. However,
this assumption is not valid for the majority of the droplets in relation to the
Kolmogorov scale. Only the smallest droplets of 5 microns diameter are smaller than
the Kolmogorov scale at all conditions, while 10 micron droplets are so only at low
turbulence cases, and larger droplets are, at all conditions, larger than the Kolmogorov
scale and, hence, do not satisfy this assumption on this scale. These larger droplets
will probably modulate the turbulence in a way which is beyond the scope of the
present analysis.

Droplet diameter and/or length scale of turbulence
[mm]

100

10
180 microns
50 microns
25 microns

1

10 microns
5 microns
Integral scale

0.1

Taylor scale
Kolmogorov scale

0.01

0.001
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Free-stream RMS velocity, u' [m/s]

Figure 6.12. Comparison of typical droplet diameters with turbulence length scales at different
free-stream RMS velocities.
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6.4.7 ANALYSIS OF STOKES NUMBERS AT DIFFERENT SCALES OF TURBULENCE
The above data provide information which, in combination with the observed
experimental results, helps to understand the mechanism of the observed clustering
and mixing effects. Shown in Figs. 6.13 to 6.15 are the variations of Stokes number,
based on the three scales of turbulence, with u’ for all cases in Tab. 6.2. In all cases,
the Stokes number increases with u’, indicating a greater difference between droplet
and gas velocity, as expected, with increasing turbulence. Shown in Fig. 6.13 are
values of Stokes number based on the integral scale and it is shown that these values
do not increase significantly over about 0.1. This indicates that, on this length scale,
droplets will tend to be influenced significantly by the turbulence flow field and that
the droplets will be dispersed nearly homogenously. Conversely, at the Taylor scale,
in Fig. 6.14, Stokes numbers increase to values much higher than 0.1 with increasing
free-stream turbulence for the majority of the droplet classes considered. These high
values of Stokes number will result in the formation of droplet clusters at the Taylor
scale when turbulence intensity is high. As discussed above, droplets diameters tend
to be of the same order as the Kolmogorov length scale and this probably governs the
lower limit to the spacing between droplet clusters such that the predominant scale for
droplet clustering is the Taylor scale of turbulence. If we consider that the Taylor
scale became of the same size as the image resolution, about 0.35 mm, at the highest
turbulence level, u’= 5.5 m/s, and that this was the case where the distinction between
the spray structures was first hampered, then, these findings are, indeed, supported by
the experimental observations. Hence, the above analysis in combination with the
experimental data serves as a validation of the proposed mechanism.
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Integral scale Stokes number, [-]

1

0.1

180/300
50/50
50/10
25/50
25/10
10/50
10/10
5/50
5/10

0.01

0.001

0.0001
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Free-stream RMS velocity, u' [m/s]

Figure 6.13. Integral scale Stokes number as a function of free-stream RMS velocity for
different size/velocity droplets.

Taylor scale Stokes number, [-]

10

1

180/300
50/50
50/10
25/50
25/10
10/50
10/10
5/50
5/10

0.1

0.01

0.001
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Free-stream RMS velocity, u' [m/s]

Figure 6.14. Taylor scale Stokes number as a function of free-stream RMS velocity for
different size/velocity droplets.
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Kolmogorov scale Stokes number, [-]

10

1
10/50
10/10
5/50
5/10
0.1

0.01
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Free-stream RMS velocity, u' [m/s]

Figure 6.15. Kolmogorov scale Stokes number as a function of free-stream RMS velocity for
different size/velocity droplets.
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6.5 Summary
Diesel fuel sprays have been studied under moderate pressure and temperature in the
well defined flow field of a fan-stirred vessel. The effects of turbulence velocity and
length scales on spray mixing and evaporation were investigated using two optical
techniques. The laser sheet technique revealed that the image of the spray took on a
mottled appearance, suggesting that the spray comprised of groups of droplet clusters
and/or filaments along the whole penetration length. The size and distribution of these
structures was a function of the ambient turbulence. Simultaneous laser sheet and
Schlieren images revealed a change in the distribution of evaporated fuel as
turbulence was increased. Despite the ambient temperature was relatively low,
considerable amount of evaporated fuel was observed at the spray tip at low ambient
turbulence, whereas at higher turbulence, the evaporated fuel was more uniformly
distributed around the spray mixing region.
The experimental observations were supported by a simple analysis in terms of the
Stokes number based on three scales of turbulence. For this, it was assumed that the
sprays under investigation were similar, in terms of droplet size and velocity
distribution, to published data and that turbulence local to the spray was similar to that
in the free stream. The analysis suggests that droplet clustering at the integral scale of
ambient turbulence is unlikely, whereas it is highly likely at the Taylor scale for
typical droplet sizes. The possibility of droplet clustering at the Kolmogorov scale has
been confirmed due to the large Stokes number. However, it is unlikely for all but the
smallest droplets due to their large size relative to this scale of turbulence.
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7. NUMERICAL TURBULENCE FORCING
7.1 Description of the technique
The turbulence forcing is based on imposing lateral fluctuations in a convective flow
in the transverse direction. The schematic representation of the technique is shown in
Fig. 7.1. The computational domain is brick-shaped and has dimensions B×B×2B in
the i×j×k logical directions. In each direction the boundaries are periodic, i.e. periodic
boundary conditions are imposed. A uniform convective flow is initiated first in the
transverse direction (here negative k-direction) in the domain. Fluctuations are forced
in the lateral i,j-directions near the inflow boundary in isolated points. These are
called forcing nodes. The fluctuations are governed by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck random
processes (discussed in section 4.5) that are independent at each forcing node and in
both lateral directions. The two input parameters, the variation σ2OU and the time scale
TOU, are the same for each process. Hence, the independent processes represent
different realisations of the same OU-process. The value of σOU is set equal to the
convection velocity Ūk. Only the large scales of turbulence are forced. This is done by
imposing the fluctuations at a large time and length scale. The forcing time period is
set to the 1/3 value of the characteristic time scale of the process TOU. This is used to
avoid aliasing of the OU-process by keeping the period below the 1/2 value according
to the Nyquist’s criterion. The large length scale of the forcing is assured by selecting
the forcing nodes with coarse-grid spacing. The forcing grid in the base case is also
shown in Fig. 7.1 and corresponds to B/4 spacing. Hence, the forcing is imposed in 9
nodes and, taking into account the two lateral directions, by 18 independent OUprocesses in the base case.
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PERIODIC DOMAIN
INDEPENDENT
OU-PROCESSES
σ2OU , TOU

u’

∆tOU = TOU / 3

u’
2B

Ūk
CONVECTIVE FLOW
t= 0, Ūk= σOU

B
k
j

Forcing grid – Base case

B
i

9 forcing nodes
B/4

18 OU-processes

Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of the turbulence-forcing technique.
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7.2 Implementation into the KIVA-LES code
The technique described in the previous section was implemented into the KIVA-LES
code and the flow diagram of the resulting turbulence-forcing computation is shown
in Fig. 7.2. The implementation issues and modifications to the original code are
discussed in what follows.
7.2.1 INPUT PARAMETERS
The input parameters comprise of the two parameters for setting up the OU-process,
which are the square root variation (being equally the convective velocity) and the
integral time scale of the process. Besides, an additional parameter enters which is the
limiting value for the computational time step Courant number.
7.2.2 FORCING INITIALIZATION
Prior to the forcing computation, initialization takes place. First, the forcing nodes are
scanned and their numbers stored for further use. Next, recalling that the calculation
of OU-process requires a random number with a prescribed pdf, a random number
generator had to be implemented into the code. The one used in this work was
developed by Baklík, [48], and generates random numbers with normalised Gaussian
pdf and a repetition rate of about 2.1×109 samples in the sequence. The random
number generator is initiated prior to the computation by taking an initial value based
on the computer’s central time and generating a random sequence. Finally, the
convective flow in the domain is initiated by setting the velocity component in the kdirection to the prescribed input value at each vertex in the grid.
7.2.3 COMPUTATIONAL TIME-STEP CONTROL
The main time step in the original code is implicit and only the advection calculation
is treated explicitly (discussed in section 4.3). The advective fluxes are sub-cycled in
the main time step to fulfill the prescribed Courant number condition for the
individual fluxes. However; as Eswaran and Pope ([29]) reported that the Courant
number of the forcing calculation should not exceed the value of one in order to keep
the accuracy and not because of the stability criterion for explicit schemes, therefore,
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this is assured by the third input parameter which keeps the main time step Courant
number, conu, below the prescribed input value, cfl.
7.2.4 VELOCITY FORCING
The turbulence forcing is done by imposing changes to the i,j-component velocities at
the forcing nodes in prescribed intervals during the computation. This takes place at
the beginning of the computational cycle if the difference of the actual time and the
last forcing time tOU exceeds the prescribed value. In this case, for each forcing node
and each direction a new random number idum is generated and used for calculation
of the velocity change according to the finite-difference equation Eq.(4.29).
7.2.5 PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The original code allows imposing of periodic boundary condition only in the logical
j-direction (front-derriere faces). Therefore, additional modifications were required in
a number of places in the code to impose periodic conditions in the remaining i (leftright faces) and k-directions (bottom-top faces). As the logic of the implementation for
the i,k-directions follows trivial copying the logic of the original boundary condition
in the j-direction, its description is omitted here and referred to the original KIVA
code ([22],[23]).
7.2.6 OTHER MODIFICATIONS
As in the original code the spatial discretisation of the modelled turbulence kinetic
energy was blocked and always calculated by the full upwind (UD) scheme, this had
to be modified to make possible blending and conform the scheme to the other flow
variables during the LES computations. Again, as this modification followed the logic
of the original implementation of the other variables, its description is omitted here
and referred to the original KIVA code.
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INPUT: σOU, TOU, cfl

START
FORCING INITIALIZATION:
•

find forcing nodes (B/4 grid in base case)

•

set a random number idum (based on computer’s central time)

•

initiate a sequence of random numbers from idum

•

set

uniform

convection

velocity

at

each

node

in

computational grid in the k-direction: Ūk= σOU

COMPUTATIONAL TIME STEP CONTROL:
•

calculate ∆t based on the input Courant number, cfl: dtconu

•

limit the KIVA-LES time step if necessary: min(dtconu, dt)

•

calculate Courant number of the cycle: conu

KIVA-LES NEW CYCLE
yes

Time to stop?

time - tOU ≥ TOU / 3 ?

STOP

yes

FORCE OU-PROCESSES AT EACH FORCING NODE:
• ∆tOU= time-tOU
• generate new random number idum
• set i-direction velocity: Ui* = OU(σOU, TOU, ∆tOU, idum)
• generate new random number idum
• set j-direction velocity: Uj* = OU(σOU, TOU, ∆tOU, idum)
• tOU= time
• update dtconu

KIVA-LES COMPUTATION

Figure 7.2. Flow diagram of the turbulence-forcing computation.
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7.3 Monitoring and data processing
7.3.1 SUBGRID TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY
The subgrid turbulent kinetic energy was volume averaged over the grid and its value
monitored in each cycle during the computation. The evolution of this parameter was
used for visual judgment of turbulence development and checking if statistically
stationary state has been achieved at the subgrid scale.
7.3.2 TEMPORAL VELOCITY CORRELATION AND ENERGY SPECTRUM
The temporal evolution of the velocity components was monitored in each cycle at 7
vertexes in the grid. The positions of these monitoring points are schematically shown
in Fig. 7.3. After achieving a statistically stationary state, the first developing part was
cut off from the signal and the following data were processed:
• the mean, Ū, and the root mean square turbulent velocity, u’,
• the correlation coefficient was obtained and the Taylor time scale, τλ , was
calculated using Eq.(3.32),
• the one-dimensional energy spectrum was obtained directly from the signal
using discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) for each component of velocity.
B/4

MONITORING POINTS:

CP – center
TP

LP – left
DP

RP – right
R

LP

FP – front
B/4

CP

2B
FP

DP – derriere
BP – bottom

BP

TP – top
k

j

B
i

B

Figure 7.3. Schematic view of the monitoring points.
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7.3.3 SPATIAL VELOCITY CORRELATION AND ENERGY SPECTRUM
After achieving a statistically stationary state, the velocity field was captured at
certain instance. This “frozen” velocity field was used for processing the following
data:
• the longitudinal correlation coefficient in each direction, and the Taylor and
integral length scales were calculated using Eqs.(3.25) and (3.28), respectively,
• the energy spectrum was obtained from the longitudinal correlations.

7.4 Initial testing
7.4.1 CONDITIONS AND CHRONOLOGY OF TESTS
After implementing the turbulence-forcing technique, initial tests were carried out in
order to evaluate the performance of both the code and the technique. The
computational grid used for testing is shown in Fig. 7.4. It was composed of uniform
hexahedral cells. The size of the domain and the number of cells in each logical
direction were 5×5×10 cm and 32×32×64 cells, respectively. Hence, the resulting grid
spacing was 1.5625 mm. The fluid was air with initial conditions shown in Tab. 7.1.
The fluid conditions were selected to match those during the measurements in the
vessel (see Chapter 6). The input parameters of the forcing technique are shown in
Tab. 7.2. The root square variance, being equally the convection velocity, and the
characteristic scale of the OU-process were set up to match the integral scale at the
highest turbulence level during the measurements (see Chapter 6).
The first tests revealed that the spatial discretisation has a key role in the numerical
turbulence forcing. The standard QSOU scheme of KIVA was over too dissipative
and, therefore, was not used further. As the PDC scheme (see section 4.3.3) allowed
fine tuning by blending between the central-difference and full upwind-difference
limits, this scheme was investigated in detail. Additional node-coupling was
unavoidable in order to stabilise the oscillations experienced at the near centraldifference limit. After achieving stability, an optimal Base scheme set-up was found
which could produce inertial range behaviour.
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k
j
i
Figure 7.4. Computational grid used for turbulence-forcing tests,
(5×5×10 cm, 32×32×64 cells, grid spacing: 1.5625 mm).

fluid

air

pressure, [bar]

15

temperature, [K]

400

kinematic viscosity, [m2/s]

26.41×10-6

Table 7.1. Conditions of working fluid.

σOU , [cm/s]

550

TOU , [s]

0.0036

cfl , [-]

1.0

Table 7.2. Input parameters of forcing.
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7.4.2 UPWIND-BLENDING PARAMETER – PERCENT UD
The standard PDC scheme in KIVA, [22], is used for calculation of fluxes through the
cell faces. For scalar quantities, the face values between two adjoining cells are
approximated by the following formula:

Φ FACE =

1
1
Φ DONOR (1 + UD) + Φ ACCEPTOR (1 − UD) ,
2
2

(7.1)

where the subscript DONOR stands for the backward and ACCEPTOR for the forward
value at the cell centre in the flux direction. As in KIVA the velocities are located at
the vertexes, the momentum flux between two adjoining momentum cells is calculated
by approximating the edge values of velocity components between two vertexes. This
is calculated by a similar formula:

U i , EDGE =

1
1
U i , DONOR (1 + UD) + U i , ACCEPTOR (1 − UD) ,
2
2

(7.2)

where the subscripts are analogous but in this case stand for vertex values on a regular
cell edge. The parameter UD can be set up in the range of 0 to 1, where these values
mark the limits of central-differencing and full upwind-differencing, respectively.
Hence, this parameter can be interpreted as the percentage of “upwinding” between 0
and 100 %, and this terminology is adopted in this work.
7.4.3 NODE-COUPLER PARAMETER – ANC4
The node coupler implemented in the KIVA code is designed to prevent so-called
hourglass modes in the velocity field. For each vertex, velocity components which do
not have the hourglass mode are constructed from the local mean velocity and velocity
gradients. This velocity, denoted by U0i,ANC , is then compared with the actual velocity
at the vertex in question, Ui , and an user specified fraction is subtracted from the
original velocity following the equation:
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(7.3)

where anc4 is a constant input parameter. It is shown in [22] that the resulting scheme
is 4th order accurate in space and the linear momentum is conserved by the numerical
procedure. No physical forces are introduced by the above node coupling, while small
numerical damping is introduced in the velocity field. This feature can be used to
stabilise oscillations and divergent scheme performance. The above numerical
procedure was used in this work and the parameter anc4 is referenced in what follows
according to the description given in this section.
7.4.4 EFFECTS OF SCHEME TUNING
The first tests were done with a blended scheme with 1 %UD. Monitoring the subgridscale turbulent kinetic energy in the domain, shown in Fig. 7.5, it was observed that
although statistically stationary solution was achieved at the subgrid-scale about 0.1 s
after the start of forcing, later, at about 0.3 s, the solution became unstable and the
energy jumped to a lower level. Further investigation revealed high-peak oscillations
in the velocity signal, shown in Fig. 7.7, which was also confirmed by the temporal
correlation, shown in Fig. 7.9, indicating constant oscillation frequency (the time
coordinate in this later graph is normalised by the average time step). Finally,
processing the spatial correlation at 0.4 ms, shown in Fig. 7.11, typical hourglass
mode behavior was found in the velocity field. This is indicated by flipping the
correlation coefficient to opposite sign through each cell (grid spacing) near the
origin. The target of the following tuning was to achieve a stable solution and possibly
low dissipation at the same time. With the resulting Base scheme a stable statistically
stationary state was achieved at the subgrid-scale and no tendency for unphysical
oscillations was observed. The corresponding results are shown in Figs. 7.6, 7.8 and
7.10, respectively. The steps leading to this Base scheme set-up and the connected
analysis are described in what follows.
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Figure 7.5. Variation of subgrid-scale turbulent-kinetic energy with time,
(Blended scheme with 1% upwinding).

Figure 7.6. Variation of subgrid-scale turbulent-kinetic energy with time,
(Base scheme: 1% upwind-blended scheme with node-coupling – KIVA_anc4=0.01).
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Figure 7.7. Variation of i-component velocity with time at centre,
(Blended scheme with 1% upwinding).

Figure 7.8. Variation of i-component velocity with time at centre,
(Base scheme: 1% upwind-blended scheme with node-coupling – KIVA_anc4=0.01).
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Figure 7.9. Temporal correlation of i-component velocity at centre,
(Blended scheme with 1% upwinding).

Figure 7.10. Temporal correlation of i-component velocity at centre,
(Base scheme: 1% upwind-blended scheme with node-coupling – KIVA_anc4=0.01).
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Figure 7.11. Longitudinal correlation of i-component velocity,
(Blended scheme with 1% upwinding).

Figure 7.12. Variation of i-component velocity with time at centre,
(Scheme test: blended scheme with various level of upwinding).
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7.4.5 SCHEME TUNING AND ANALYSYS
By changing the portion of upwinding, a significant qualitative change was observed
in the resulting signal. This can be seen in Fig. 7.12, where, by changing the upwind
portion from 0.5 to 5 %UD, the peak velocity values fall about two orders of
magnitude indicating a potential for tuning the portrayal between the CD and UD
limits. However, further analysis revealed that an optimal set-up could not be
achieved. A stable spatial correlation was achieved only at 5 %UD, shown in Fig.
7.13, while there was a progressive dissipation indicated by the energy spectra
jumping in the range of 2.5 to 5 %UD (shown in Fig. 7.15). Moreover, by processing
the energy spectra from spatial correlations, shown in Fig. 7.17, it was revealed that
the resolved scales near the cutoff value were still not dissipative enough at 5 %UD to
obey an inertial range behaviour (~ -5/3 marker line). Hence, it was concluded that
upwind blending is not the way for achieving the sought result as a stable solution
with near inertial range behaviour was already too dissipative for turbulence forcing
(see values in Tab. 7.3). In the next step, the effect of node coupling was investigated.
The investigations were done with constant 1 %UD. This low level was chosen
because it still produced a signal with RMS values higher than the input value σOU=
550 cm/s, although unstable. On the other hand, central-difference scheme (0 %UD)
could not be used at the present flow conditions since the Peclet number requirement1
(e.g. [20]) was not satisfied (its value was of the order 102). It was revealed that a
small value of input parameter anc4 (see section 7.4.3) can be indeed very effective in
dumping the divergent hourglass mode behaviour. This is shown in Fig. 7.14, where
the spatial correlation is effectively recovered at values in the range as low as 0.001 to
0.003. Although the dumping caused by node coupling was significant, shown by the
fall in Fig. 7.16, the RMS values remained reasonable also at the high values of anc4
(see Tab. 7.4). It is important to notice that inertial range behaviour could be adjusted
in the investigated range, shown in Fig. 7.18, and based on these findings anc4= 0.01
was appointed as the default value for the Base scheme used further in this work.
_____________________________________________________________________
1

The Peclet number represents the balance of convection and diffusion and can be expressed by

the formula: Pe= ρU∆/µ. For CD schemes it is required that: Pe < 2.
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% UD

Mean [cm/s]

RMS [cm/s]

1

79

916

0.5

-53

1502

2.5

15

784

5.0

1

97

Table 7.3. Mean and RMS values of the resolved velocity for various level of upwinding,
(center position, i-component velocity).

KIVA_anc4

Mean [cm/s]

RMS [cm/s]

0.0

79

916

0.001

9

281

0.003

1

174

0.01 (Base)

1

153

0.02

-6

138

Table 7.4. Mean and RMS values of the resolved velocity for various level of node-coupling,
(center position, i-component velocity, scheme: 1 % UD).
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Figure 7.13. Longitudinal correlation of i-component velocity,
(Scheme test: blended scheme with various level of upwinding).

Figure 7.14. Longitudinal correlation of i-component velocity,
(Scheme test: 1% upwind-blended scheme with various level of node-coupling).
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Figure 7.15. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Scheme test: blended scheme with various level of upwinding).

Figure 7.16. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Scheme test: 1% upwind-blended scheme with various level of node-coupling).
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Figure 7.17. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Scheme test: blended scheme with various level of upwinding).

Figure 7.18. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Scheme test: 1% upwind-blended scheme with various level of node-coupling).
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7.4.6 ANALYSIS OF TURBULENCE ISOTROPY AND HOMOGENITY
After having found a Base scheme set-up, the structure of resulting turbulence was
investigated in more detail. The main findings are summarised here. The mean and
RMS velocities were investigated in each direction and at each monitoring point (see
Fig. 7.3). The processed values are shown in Tabs. 7.5 and 7.6, respectively. As the
values indicate, the mean velocities are near to zero in the i and j-direction, deviating
in a reasonable statistical range of about ±10 cm/s, and are near to the initial
convective velocity of 550 cm/s in the k-direction, again within a reasonable statistical
range. The RMS values in the i and j-directions are in the range of 25 to 30 % of the
initial convection velocity. This range is for the k-direction of about 20 to 22 %.
Shown in Fig. 7.19 is the variation of resolved velocity components at the centre
position with a zoomed time coordinate. The results are consistent with the previous
findings, and besides, the random turbulent fluctuations can be also observed in the
signal despite the small scales are missing as the result of LES filtering. The temporal
correlation, shown in Fig. 7.20, indicates 2-D isotropy in the i,j-directions and
moderate agreement with the remaining k-direction at the centre position. It can be
also observed that in the i and j-direction the correlation indicates slight tendency for
periodicity which is gradually diminishing at larger time scales. In the k-direction this
periodicity has a more declining character indicating randomness at smaller time
scales. The temporal correlations were processed at each monitoring point and
compared in each direction separately, as shown in Figs. 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23,
respectively. These results confirm homogenous turbulence structure in the central
core region of the domain where the monitoring points are located. Based on these
findings, the processing of spatial correlation from the frozen velocity field in the
domain is justified. The results are shown in Fig. 7.24 where very close agreement can
be observed between the i and j-direction correlations while in the k-direction a
modulated structure toward smaller length scales is indicated.
The above findings are further supported by the processed energy spectra, seen in
Figs. 7.25 to 7.28. It should be noticed here that these spectra are quite elongated at
their high-frequency ends. This is because of the processing technique which takes
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directly the monitored temporal signal for Fourier analysis. As the implemented LES
treatment is to filter only in space, the Eulerian signal contains unfiltered frequencies
which are physically not present in the flow. This is the result of the computational
time stepping governed by the minimum value by scanning the grid, and hence,
computing in much smaller time steps than would be required for most of the
vertexes. The determination of the cutoff frequency can be approximated from the
cutoff time scale (see Eq.(4.10)). However, the characteristic velocity scale is not
known and therefore an approximate value can be used only. It is assumed in this
work that this characteristic velocity scale is equal to the RMS velocity of the
particular signal. Although this assumption is not valid as the velocity scale at the
cutoff length scale should be much smaller according to the Kolmogorov hypotheses,
the above assumption can be adopted as a reasonable approximation for the highest
value above which the frequencies are unphysical and can be safely neglected.
Accordingly, the approximate cutoff ranges, marked in Figs. 7.26 to 7.28, were
obtained by this assumption.
Finally, the energy spectrum was also processed from the spatial correlation of the
frozen velocity field, and the results for each direction are compared in Fig. 7.29. An
almost identical shape can be observed between the spectra for the i and j-directions,
while in the k-direction the peak marking the beginning of the inertial range is
modulated toward smaller length scales. This is in agreement with the previous
observations on the temporal correlations. It can be also observed that there is an
excellent agreement with the ~ -5/3 marker line indicating inertial range behaviour.
The spectra in the i,j-directions obey this power law almost down to the cutoff length
scale where there is only a slight deviation visible, whereas the spectrum in the kdirection is more affected near to the cutoff scale.
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Mean velocity [cm/s]
Position

i-component

j-component

k-component

center

1

-10

-552

left

7

-7

-542

right

-1

1

-557

front

-1

-6

-558

derriere

2

-6

-555

bottom

6

-12

-565

top

-1

-6

-545

Table 7.5. Mean values of the resolved velocity at various spatial locations (Base scheme).

RMS velocity [cm/s]
Position

i-component

j-component

k-component

center

153

156

111

left

141

137

114

right

143

145

116

front

160

153

122

derriere

139

144

110

bottom

141

149

112

top

142

153

123

Table 7.6. RMS values of the resolved velocity at various spatial locations (Base scheme).
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Figure 7.19. Variation of i,j and k-component velocity at centre,
(Base scheme).

Figure 7.20. Temporal correlation of i,j and k-component velocity at centre,
(Base scheme).
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Figure 7.21. Temporal correlation of i-component velocity at various locations,
(Base scheme).

Figure 7.22. Temporal correlation of j-component velocity at various locations,
(Base scheme).
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Figure 7.23. Temporal correlation of k-component velocity at various locations,
(Base scheme).

Figure 7.24. Longitudinal correlation of i,j and k-component velocity,
(Base scheme).
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Figure 7.25. Energy spectra of i,j and k-component velocity at centre,
(Base scheme).

Figure 7.26. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at various locations,
(Base scheme).
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Figure 7.27. Energy spectra of j-component velocity at various locations,
(Base scheme).

Figure 7.28. Energy spectra of k-component velocity at various locations,
(Base scheme).
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Figure 7.29. Longitudinal energy spectra of i,j and k-component velocity,
(Base scheme).
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7.5 Parametric study
A parametric study was carried out in order to identify the effect of input parameters
on the resulting turbulence. This was done on the same grid as used for initial testing
and the input parameters were systematically changed. The Base case set-up with the
varied parameters is shown in Tab. 7.7.

Parameter

Description

Base case

Tested values

σOU [cm/s]

forcing convection =
fluctuation velocity

550

1000, 1500

TOU [s]

forcing time scale

0.0036

0.036, 0.00036

cfl [-]

Courant number

1.0

0.75, 0.5

Forcing grid

number of forcing points

B/4 (9 points)

B/8 (49 p),
B/16 (225 p)

Cν [-]

subgrid-viscosity constant

0.067

0.04, 0.1

Table 7.7. Input parameters of the parametric study.

The following data were processed and investigated:
• RMS velocity,
• longitudinal correlation to indicate the length scales,
• energy spectrum to indicate the possible shift of frequencies,
• longitudinal energy spectrum to indicate the inertial-range behaviour.
The main findings are reported briefly in points in what follows.
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7.5.1 EFFECT OF FORCING CONVECTION = FLUCTUATION - σOU

• the RMS velocity remains approximately 25-30 % of σOU (see Tab. 7.8),
• the length scales and subrange behaviour are not affected (see Figs.7.30, 7.32)
• the time scales decrease with increasing σOU (see Fig. 7.31).

σOU [cm/s]

RMS [cm/s]

550 (Base)

153

1000

260

1500

407

Table 7.8. Effect of σOU on the i-component RMS velocity at centre.

Figure 7.30. Longitudinal correlations of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of convective velocity = forcing std. deviation, σOU).
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Figure 7.31. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Parametric study: effect of convective velocity = forcing std. deviation, σOU).

Figure 7.32. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of convective velocity = forcing std. deviation, σOU).
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7.5.2 EFFECT OF FORCING TIME SCALE - TOU
•

the investigated turbulence characteristics are resilient to the forcing time scale
once it is imposed in a sufficiently high range (this is indicated by unchanged
characteristics at Base-0.0036 and 0.036 s),

•

as the forcing time scale becomes too small, there is an undue effect observed.
This makes its appearance by decreased RMS velocity (Tab. 7.9) and
increased dissipation altering the inertial subrange (Fig. 7.35).

TOU [s]

RMS [cm/s]

0.0036 (Base)

153

0.036

150

0.00036

124

Table 7.9. Effect of TOU on the i-component RMS velocity at centre.

Figure 7.33. Longitudinal correlations of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of forcing time scale, TOU).
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Figure 7.34. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Parametric study: effect of forcing time scale, TOU).

Figure 7.35. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of forcing time scale, TOU).
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7.5.3 EFFECT OF COURANT NUMBER - cfl
•

decreasing Courant number results in decreasing RMS velocities (Tab. 7.10)
and increasing dissipation (Figs. 7.37 and 7.38),

•

however, it is very probable that this is due to the node-coupling which is
implicit in time and, consequently, the dumping procedure is applied more
times with decreased time step. This is also supported by the increased range
of length scales as the result of node-coupling (see Figs. 7.36 and 7.38).
cfl [-]

RMS [cm/s]

1.0 (Base)

153

0.75

130

0.5

105

Table 7.10. Effect of Courant number, cfl, on the i-component RMS velocity at centre.

Figure 7.36. Longitudinal correlations of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of Courant number, cfl).
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Figure 7.37. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Parametric study: effect of Courant number, cfl).

Figure 7.38. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of Courant number, cfl).
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7.5.4 EFFECT OF FORCING GRID
•

there is no alteration nor undue effect observed at changed forcing grid,

•

only the high-density grid (B/16) seems to have a weak effect. This suggests
similar conclusions as the effect of forcing time scale once it is decreased to
small values (the forcing-grid spacing can be interpreted as the forcing length
scale).

Forcing grid

RMS [cm/s]

B/4 (Base)

153

B/8

145

B/16

151

Table 7.11. Effect of forcing grid on the i-component RMS velocity at centre.

Figure 7.39. Longitudinal correlations of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of forcing grid - number of forcing points).
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Figure 7.40. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Parametric study: effect of forcing grid - number of forcing points).

Figure 7.41. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of forcing grid - number of forcing points).
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7.5.5 EFFECT OF SUBGRID-VISCOSITY CONSTANT - Cν
•

there is a clear effect of model subgrid-viscosity constant observed: its
increasing value results in decreasing RMS velocity, altering length scales and
increasing dissipation. There is also a clear influence visible on the inertial
subrange behaviour.

Cν
[-]

RMS velocity
[cm/s]

0.067 (Base)

153

0.04

164

0.1

127

Table 7.12. Effect of constant Cν on the i-component RMS velocity at centre.

Figure 7.42. Longitudinal correlations of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of model constant, Cν).
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Figure 7.43. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Parametric study: effect of model constant, Cν).

Figure 7.44. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Parametric study: effect of model constant, Cν).
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7.6 Summary
A numerical turbulence-forcing method has been presented. It is implemented in a
LES code working in physical space, and is based on generating random fluctuations
in an initially laminar convective flow. This is done by forcing the lateral velocity
components at the large time and length scales. The resulting turbulence takes an
initial development phase before achieving statistically stationary state at the subgrid
scale. The important role of the spatial discretisation has been explored by a detailed
investigation of scheme performance. A tuned scheme within the frame of KIVA
using upwind blending and additional node-coupling has been set up for further use.
With this Base scheme a stable turbulence field obeying inertial subrange spectra has
been generated. The resulting turbulence is homogenous in the computational domain.
In the lateral directions there is zero mean velocity and 2D-isotropy confirmed. In the
transverse direction the mean velocity preserves the initial convective velocity and
similar characteristics to those in the lateral directions are confirmed, although
modulated toward smaller scales. A parametric study of the effects of forcing and
model parameters has been carried out and the most important findings are reported.
Based on the proposed method and analysis of results given in this chapter, a
technique is prepared for further use in spray injection-simulations where the ambient
turbulence effects are investigated by means of generating various initial fields in the
computational domain.
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8. INJECTION SIMULATIONS
8.1 Objective
The objective of the simulations was to test the capability of the proposed forcing
technique in controlling the ambient-turbulence in diesel-fuel injection simulations on
the one side, and to evaluate the capability of these simulations to reproduce the
experimentally observed results of spray alterations on the other side.

8.2 Ambient-turbulence conditions
The ambient turbulence conditions were initiated in the range which could alter the
spray structure during the measurements, presented in chapter 6. From the Stokes
number analysis it was revealed that the turbulent time scales are predictive for spray
alterations and, consequently, they can be used for indicating and setting up the
sensitive range. It was also revealed that the turbulent micro scales in the range of
Taylor and Kolmogorov scales were the most effective in altering the spray during the
experiments. However, considering the size of these micro scales and the
corresponding required grid spacing, such a simulation cannot be regarded as feasible
on nowadays computers. In order to show the potential of numerical simulations, the
conditions in the sensitive range had to be initiated at the resolved scales of
simulations. These conditions were initiated via the proposed turbulence-forcing
technique and this is described in what follows.
8.2.1 FORCING INPUTS AND SIMULATION CASES
The domain size and the gas (air was modelled) conditions were the same as used for
testing the technique, i.e. 5×5×10 cm and 15 bar / 400 K, respectively. The grid used
was composed of 64×64×128 cells and, hence, the resulting grid spacing was 0.78125
mm. The initiated conditions are summarised in Tab. 8.1. The cases les-1 to les-4
represent the experimental cases exp-1 to exp-4 (see chapter 6). These were initiated
by the Base case set-up used in the parametric study (see Tab. 7.7), and only the input
parameter σOU was changed which corresponded to the convection velocities in the kdirection, seen in Tab. 8.1. The additional conditions, shown in Tab. 8.1, were used
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for comparison of results in laminar flows. The case les-0 represents still ambient gas
condition with zero mean and RMS velocity. The remaining cases les-10 to les-40 are
the laminar counterparts of the cases les-1 to les-4.

k-component
Mean [m/s]

i,j-component
RMS [m/s]

les-1

5.5

0.88

les-2

10

1.65

les-3

15

3.76

les-4

20

5.25

les-0

0

0

les-10

5.5

0

les-20

10

0

les-30

15

0

les-40

20

0

Laminar

Turbulent

Case

Table 8.1. Simulation mean and RMS velocity conditions.

8.2.2 TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS
The resulting turbulence length and time scales for the cases les-1 to les-4 are shown
in Tabs. 8.2 and 8.3, respectively. As the Kolmogorov scale was not resolved on the
grid, its values are marked as subgrid-scale (SGS). However, it is important to point
out here that the resolved time scales (Tab. 8.3) are of the same range as the
experimental micro scales (Tab. 6.3) and, consequently, the resolved turbulence
conditions are expected to be in the sensitive range confirmed by the measurements.
This was indeed the main target during setting up the forcing parameters and initiating
the desired conditions.
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Case

L
[mm]

λ
[mm]

η
[µm]

Re
[-]

Rλ
[-]

les-1

3.25

2.78

SGS

108

93

les-2

2.70

2.36

SGS

169

147

les-3

2.08

1.73

SGS

296

246

les-4

2.06

1.73

SGS

409

344

Table 8.2. Length scales and Reynolds numbers of ambient turbulence.

Case

τL
[ms]

τλ
[ms]

τη
[ms]

les-1

3.69

0.473

SGS

les-2

1.64

0.241

SGS

les-3

0.55

0.057

SGS

les-4

0.39

0.071

SGS

Table 8.3. Time scales of ambient turbulence.

The most important turbulence characteristics of the cases les-1 to les-4 are shown in
Figs. 8.1 to 8.3. The longitudinal correlation indicates decreasing length scales with
increasing convection up to the case les-3. However, the results of the parametric
study indicated insensitivity of the length scales to the forcing convection (see section
7.5.1). The explanation can be found with the aid of the processed longitudinal energy
spectra, shown in Fig. 8.2. It is clearly seen there that there was increased dissipation
at cases les-1 and les-2, and inertial range behaviour was achieved at cases les-3 and
les-4 only. The trend of increased length scales at increasing dissipation has been
observed during the initial testing of node-coupling (see Figs. 7.14 and 7.18). It can be
deduced from this observation that the node-coupling parameter anc4= 0.01 (which
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was optimised on the test grid in chapter 7) was not optimal for the finer grid and this
made its appearance by increased dissipation at low kinetic energy of convection. It is
probable that in cases les-3 and les-4 the kinetic energy was already high enough to
balance the increased dissipation due to the node-coupling and, consequently, this
could not compromise the inertial range at these levels. Having identified the probable
source of the increased dissipation, an additional optimisation could be conducted.
However, this is omitted here as it is beyond the scope of the injection simulations. In
respect to cover the sensitive range of possible spray alterations, the most important
requirement is the shift in resolved time scales. This is indeed satisfied and also
indicated by the processed energy spectra shown in Fig. 8.3 and the values of time
scales in Tab. 8.3.

Figure 8.1. Longitudinal correlations of i-component velocity,
(Grid: 64×64×128 cells, 5×5×10 cm, grid spacing= 0.78125 mm).
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Figure 8.2. Longitudinal energy spectra of i-component velocity,
(Grid: 64×64×128 cells, 5×5×10 cm, grid spacing= 0.78125 mm).

Figure 8.3. Energy spectra of i-component velocity at centre,
(Grid: 64×64×128 cells, 5×5×10 cm, grid spacing= 0.78125 mm).
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8.3 Injection modelling
The injections were modelled by the standard KIVA models. The positioning of the
injection is schematically shown in Fig. 8.4. As seen from this scheme, the injections
were performed in the direction of the convective flow and the nozzle position was
situated near the “inlet” face to leave the spray enough space to penetrate within the
domain during the injections. The injections were performed after achieving
statistically stationary state of the turbulence at the subgrid-scale. In laminar cases,
les-0 to les-40, the injections were performed right after the initialisation of
convection.
Ū

2 cm

Nozzle

10 cm

u’

u’

k

5 cm
i
Figure 8.4. Schematic view of the injection simulations.
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The KIVA spray-model inputs are summarised in Tab. 8.4. A single-component
model diesel fuel DF2 was used. The injection parameters were set up to represent
those during the measurements. The maximum number of computational parcels was
selected at the limit above which the results were reasonable insensitive and the
computational time was still affordable for the purposes of the investigations. The
TAB model (see section 5.4.2) was used for both the primary atomisation at the
nozzle exit and the secondary breakup of parcels in the spray. Mono-sized primary
parcels were injected about the diameter of the experimental nozzle (0.18 mm). The
standard sub-models were used, where the dispersion model was optional and, except
the initial tests, turned off.

Fuel

DF2 (C12H26 , Cummins model)

Temperature [K]

300

Injection duration [ms]

0.8

Injected mass [mg]

3.4

Nozzle diameter [µm]

180

Injection velocity [m/s]

200

Spray cone angle [deg]

20

Injection pulse

square wave

Maximum number of parcels

40,000

Atomization model

TAB

Collision model

O’Rourke

Turbulent dispersion model

(Dukowitz/O’Rourke)optional

Turbulence modulation model

Amsden and O’Rourke

Table 8.4. Injection parameters and spray models used (KIVA inputs).
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8.4 Monitoring parameters
Two parameters were used to monitor the possible spray alterations during the
injections. These are described in what follows.
8.4.1 PREFERENTIAL CONCENTRATION FACTOR
The preferential concentration factor is the measure of the average spacing between
the computational parcels in the spray and it is defined by the formula:

np

pcf =

∑ min(
n =1

xn − xm )

np

,

(8.1)

where the numerator is the sum of the distance to the nearest parcel for each parcel in
the spray, and the denominator represents the number of parcels np in the spray.
8.4.2 CUMULATIVE EVAPORATION RATIO
The cumulative evaporation ratio is the measure of the evaporation progress during
the injection. It is defined as:

cevap =

fuel − vapour mass in domain
.
total fuel mass in domain

(8.2)
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8.5 Initial testing
8.5.1 EFFECT OF DISPERSION MODEL
Initial tests were conducted to evaluate the capability of spray alterations at the
extreme cases of still ambient gas (case les-0) and highest turbulence intensity (case
les-4). The development of the two monitoring parameters is shown in Figs. 8.5 and
8.6, respectively. There was initially no difference in the results between these two
cases. Therefore, the node-coupler was turned off (anc4= 0.0) prior to the injections in
the next step. Although slight deviation was observed, there was still not significant
difference observed between the results of the two extreme cases. Significant
qualitative and quantitative differences were observed only after turning off the
turbulent dispersion model (disp= 0.0). It is interesting to notice the fall in the
preferential concentration factor. This indicates that the dispersion model can
significantly attenuate the effect of resolved turbulence and govern the dispersion
regardless of the resolved scales. Based on these findings, both the node-coupling and
dispersion models were turned off during the following injection simulations.
8.5.2 EFFECT OF CONVECTION VELOCITY
The effect of convection was investigated in the laminar cases. As the results on Figs.
8.7 and 8.8 indicate, both the parcel spacing and the evaporation are influenced by the
action of convection. Hence, the justification is in place for evaluating the effects of
turbulence always with the same convection velocity. Therefore, this practice was
adopted in this work and the results are presented in what follows.
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Figure 8.5. Preferential concentration factor during injection,
(Test of the effect of node-coupler and dispersion model).

Figure 8.6. Cumulative evaporation ratio during injection,
(Test of the effect of node-coupler and dispersion model).
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Figure 8.7. Preferential concentration factor during injection,
(Test of the effect of initial convection).

Figure 8.8. Cumulative evaporation ratio during injection,
(Test of the effect of initial convection).
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8.6 Investigation of the effects of turbulence
Comparing the development of parcel spacing for the laminar and turbulent cases,
shown in Figs. 8.9 to 8.12, a gradual alteration can be observed with increasing
turbulence intensity. There is almost identical development at the lowest turbulence
case (les-1 versus les-10), while the alteration is strongest at the highest level (les-4
versus les-40). The effect of turbulence makes its appearance by increased preferential
concentration factor. Similar trend of gradual alteration was observed in the
evaporation progress. The measure of alteration is indicated by the cumulative
evaporation ratio at the extreme cases, shown in Figs. 8.13 and 8.14.
The computational results were also post-processed. Marked qualitative differences
were observed between the laminar and turbulent cases as the turbulence intensity
increased. At the lowest turbulence case, les-1 versus les-10, the results were almost
identical, whereas the results at the highest level, les-4 versus les-40, were the most
different, as expected. These latter are shown in Figs. 8.15 to 8.17 processed at 0.5 ms
after SOI. It can be observed that there are qualitative differences in the spray front
region. The penetration length is decreased as the effect of turbulence, the distribution
of parcels is significantly altered in the mixing region (Fig. 8.15) which is also
supported by the distribution of the void fraction (Fig. 8.16), and the distribution of
the fuel vapour is also different (Fig. 8.16) by the action of turbulence. Recalling the
experimental observations indicating similar trends around the mixing region of the
spray (see chapter 6), the above findings are indeed encouraging.
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Figure 8.9. Preferential concentration factor during injection,
(laminar flow - black versus turbulent flow - red).

Figure 8.10. Preferential concentration factor during injection,
(laminar flow - black versus turbulent flow - red).
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Figure 8.11. Preferential concentration factor during injection,
(laminar flow - black versus turbulent flow - red).

Figure 8.12. Preferential concentration factor during injection,
(laminar flow - black versus turbulent flow - red).
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Figure 8.13. Cumulative evaporation ratio during injection,
(laminar flow - black versus turbulent flow - red).

Figure 8.14. Cumulative evaporation ratio during injection,
(laminar flow - black versus turbulent flow - red).
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Figure 8.15. Parcel distribution coloured by droplet radius at 0.5 ms after SOI.
Top: les-40 (laminar flow), bottom: les-4 (turbulent flow). Blue: 1 µm to red: 10 µm.

Figure 8.16. Distribution of void fraction at 0.5 ms after SOI.
Top: les-40 (laminar flow), bottom: les-4 (turbulent flow). Blue: 0.985 to red: 1.0.

Figure 8.17. Distribution of fuel-vapour mass fraction at 0.5 ms after SOI.
Top: les-40 (laminar flow), bottom: les-4 (turbulent flow). Blue: 0.0 to red: 0.003.
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8.7 Discussion of limitations
The results of injection simulations revealed spray alterations as the consequence of
increased turbulence intensity. The monitored parameters indicated gradual
strengthening of the alterations in the experimentally confirmed range of turbulent
time scales. Observations on the spray distribution revealed that these alterations are
connected with the front region of the spray where most of the mixing occurs. In this
respect, the results of numerical simulations are in agreement with the experimental
results. However, there are limitations which need to be also discussed before making
conclusions.
First, the range of sensitive time scales was initiated at larger than experimental length
scales. This was unavoidable as the experimental length scales were too small to
resolve on the grid which was affordable. This shift in length scales may have an
effect which is difficult to evaluate from the results available. Nevertheless, the shift
in length scales was from smaller to larger scales and, recalling the constraint on the
relative size of droplets and eddies (see section 6.4.6), there should be no limitation on
the droplet/turbulence interaction as far as the Stokes number analysis is concerned.
Other limitations arise from the formulation of the spray models. These were
developed for RANS treatment and, consequently, separation at the subgrid-scale was
not accounted for. The most severe problem was experienced with using the standard
dispersion model. This tended to heavily attenuate the spray alterations originating
from the resolved scales and had to be therefore turned off (see section 8.5.1).
Consequently, the subgrid-scale did not have contribution to the reported results.
Nevertheless, as the aim of the investigation was to prove the potential of alterations
at the resolved scales, the neglected subgrid-contribution is not a concern in this
respect. The used turbulence modulation model is another example of RANS
treatment which was originally developed for k-ε turbulence models. In the present
work, this had a contribution to the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy. However, its
performance is difficult to evaluate from the results available.
Another limitation is due to the isolated droplet formulation which cannot account for
inter-droplet interactions. As the probable mechanism of the effect of turbulence lies
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in droplet clustering which can subsequently cause alterations in the droplet transport
(e.g. [12]), such a formulation neglects an important phenomenon. In the present case,
the mathematical formulation of the droplet evaporation (see section 5.2.2) makes use
of the Ranz-Marshall correlations for calculation of the Nusselt and Sherwood
numbers (Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10)), and these were formulated for isolated droplets.

8.8 Summary
A method of turbulence initialisation in numerical simulations of diesel-fuel sprays
has been proposed and tested. As the method initiates latent 1-D convection in the
initial field which can have an effect on the results, it is required that laminar versus
turbulent evaluations are done at the same convection velocity. Preliminary
investigations of the effects of ambient turbulence revealed spray alterations which
are similar to the experimental observations. The simulations could reproduce the
trend of altered spray front region in the same range of turbulent time scales as during
the measurements. In this respect, the simulation results are in agreement with the
experimental results. However, there were limitations connected with the formulation
of the spray models which cannot account for scale separation and near-droplet
transport in clusters. These are of increased concern in investigations of the turbulence
effects on sprays. Therefore, additional analysis of spray model performance and
detailed parametric study is required before making further conclusions on the effects
of turbulence from the results of simulations. The presented method offers a way for
initiating the desired turbulence conditions for such investigations, and also for future
research of high-momentum spray simulations in turbulent fields.
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9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
9.1 Conclusions
The results of the research presented in this PhD thesis can be concluded in the
following points:
• Diesel-fuel sprays were investigated by optical techniques at 15 bar and 400 K
in nitrogen under well-controlled turbulence conditions. A gradual qualitative
change was observed in the structure of the mixing region at the front of the
spray as the turbulence intensity increased. The mixing region took on a mottled
appearance and coherent liquid structures started to appear indicating probable
formation of droplet clusters. Although the ambient temperature was moderate,
fuel vapour could be observed in the front of the spray at low turbulence
intensities, whereas at increasing intensities the vapour distribution was more
concentrated toward the liquid structures in the mixing region.
• The spray integral parameters were measured and found to be correlated with
the ambient turbulence. At increased turbulence intensity, the spray penetration
was shortened and the cone angle widened, although the measure of these
changes was weak. The spray structure was quantified by measurements from
the processed images. These revealed increasing size liquid structures in the
mixing region as the turbulence intensity increased and, hence, supported the
first observations on droplet clustering.
• Simple analysis of typical diesel-like droplets by means of evaluating the Stokes
numbers confirmed the possibility of droplet clustering at increased turbulence
intensities. This was indicated by reaching values in the critical range of 1 to 10
at approximately the Taylor scale and smaller scales of turbulence for most of
the droplets in the spray.
• Based on the analysis, the critical range of characteristic time scales of
turbulence being most effective in altering the spray structure was identified.
The order of the critical turbulence time scales was confirmed to be in the range
of 10-1 to 10-2 ms.
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• A numerical turbulence-forcing technique was developed for generating ambient
turbulence conditions in numerical simulations. The technique is based on
forcing random velocity components in the lateral directions in an initially
laminar convective flow. The random velocities are governed by OrnsteinUhlenbeck processes and are imposed at large time and length scales. After an
initial development stage, the resulting turbulence is statistically stationary and
homogenous in the computational domain. The turbulence is isotropic in the
lateral directions and modulated toward smaller scales in the direction of initial
convection.
• The role of spatial discretisation was analysed and a tuned scheme set-up
proposed in frame of the original KIVA code. Upwind blending and additional
node-coupling were used to stabilise the high-peak oscillations in the velocity
field. The resulting velocity spectra indicated inertial range behaviour which
could be adjusted by means of scheme tuning.
• Additional parametric study was carried out and the initial convection velocity
(being equal to the forcing fluctuation velocity) was identified as the most
effective in controlling the resulting turbulence.
• The proposed turbulence-forcing technique was also tested in injection
simulations. The resolved turbulence time scales were initiated in the critical
range of 10-1 to 10-2 ms, and the experimentally confirmed trends of spray
alterations could be reproduced. This result indicates encouraging potential of
the numerical simulations and the proposed technique for further investigations
of the spray-turbulence interaction.
• However, significant limitations were revealed in the formulation of some of the
spray sub-models which were left unchanged from the original KIVA code.
These were developed for RANS treatment of turbulence and could not cope
with the scale separation of LES treatment. The turbulent dispersion sub-model
had to be turned off, otherwise the effect of resolved turbulence was completely
lost and the dispersion governed solely by the sub-model. This model was
incapable to account for any change in the resolved turbulence. Other known
limitations originated from the isolated-droplet formulation of the models.
Consequently, these cannot account for altered evaporation in droplet clusters.
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9.2 Contribution of the work
In the opinion of the author, the contribution of the presented research can be seen in
the following way:
• Experimental measurements have been carried out to provide qualitative
information on the interaction with various turbulent fields, and the effects on
the spray structure have been analysed. The contribution can be seen in
providing evidence of spray alterations and identifying the range of turbulent
conditions where the possible consequences should be accounted for.
• The possibilities of numerical simulations have been investigated and a
technique of turbulence initialisation has been proposed for further use in
injection simulations. The technique provides an advanced simulation capability
to conduct numerical research of spray-turbulence interaction. The proposed
technique can offer a way of turbulence initialisation also for other research
fields where the latent convection in the computational domain can be adopted
to the problem solved.
• Preliminary injection simulations have revealed the potential of the proposed
technique in reproducing the experimentally observed trends. Limitations in the
formulation of some of the spray sub-models have been also identified and
reported.

9.3 Recommendations for further work
• The measurements were done with moderate injection pressure of 450 bar and at
relatively low ambient pressure and temperature condition compared to the
normal diesel-engine conditions. Therefore, it is recommended to conduct
additional investigations at increased injection pressures and elevated ambient
conditions before making conclusions for the engine operation.
• The camera set-up was not optimal for high-resolution observations of the
droplet clustering in this work. It would be interesting to conduct additional
investigations of the droplet clustering mechanism by optimising the camera setup for such observations.
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• Although the spatial discretisation scheme could be optimised to obtain very
good results on the testing grid, it was also revealed that this was not optimal for
the finer grid used for the injection simulations. Therefore, additional parametric
study of the effect of grid resolution and possibly domain size on the turbulence
characteristics is recommended for further use.
• Higher order schemes with non-oscillating performance can be of interest to
avoid the need for node-coupling as was the case in present work.
• Detailed parametric study is required to evaluate the performance of current
spray models before conducting further research of spray-turbulence
interactions via numerical simulations. The proposed turbulence-forcing
technique can offer a good basis for these studies.
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